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LOOKING FOR NET

CATCHING
FRISBEE FEVER

Athletes taking
risks for the disc

Women's soccer struggling after three straight
scoreless losses - SEE SPORTS, e1

- SEE NEWS, AS
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www.UCFnews.com ·Monday, September 12, 2005
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Relief on the way for officers
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

The UCF Police Department
• is stepping up its role in relief
...
efforts for victims of Hurricane
Katrina as officers leave today
for Mississippi with a truckload
ofsupplies.
UCFPD packed up its recently
acquired
emergency
response vehicle with supplies
ranging from clothing to

hygienic care items for people
displaced by the hurricane,
police officers and rescue workers who have been left without
any. personal belongings.
The emergency rescue vehicle was donated to the police
department by the Orange
County Fire· Department.
UCFPD spokesman Sgt.
Troy Williamson said that students, teachers and staff have
been making donations for hur-

ricane victims all week long and
the officers should leave today
depending on Orlando's weather conditions.
'
·
The police efforts at UCF
have only been the tip ofthe iceberg of support from the community at and around the university.
Student Government Association officials are working with
the Office of Student Involvement and other organizatipns to

put together a campus-wide
event with all proceeds going
directly to Katrina victims.
The plans are still being ·
developed, but some SGA officials have said their goal js to
put together a large concert in
order to attract as many people
as possible.
Among the campus organizations contributing to relief
PLEASE SEE

TULANE ON A2

COURTESY UCF POLICE DEPARTMENT

UCF Police officers leave for Mississippi today in order to deliver supplies to rescue workers
and officers who have been affected by Hurricane Katrina and have no clothes or toiletries.
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UCF REMEMBERS

Sept.11
open
wound
for many
students
UCF reflects on state of America
four years after the 2001 World
Trade Center terrorist attacks .
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ABEER ABDALLA
Staff Writer

.F

our years after Sept. ll, Americans are reminiscing, searching for explanations and reevaluating the United States' place
in the world.
Some UCF students feel that the
increased awareness of terrorism
caused by 9/ll resulted in a safer
America. .
"I personally feel that we are
safer and I think a lot of that has to
do with people being more aware,"
Matthew Whiting, a Florida Air
National Guard staff sergeant and
UCF senior, said.
"Being ,safe is an ongoing
process in. the war on terrorism,"
he said. "By spreading democracy
we are making the world safer."
Whiting has strong memories of
the morning of Sept. ll. He was a
full-time student shortly before
Sept. ll, but was called into work
for the Guard on Sept. 12, 2001. .
"I got a message on my answering machine,'_' Whiting said. "My
unit got activated with 48 hours [of
the terrorist attack] and. I was
called to base."
Many are shook by the fear
Sept. ll still inspires.
"I think the idea of terrorism
hitting these shores is something
to give you pause," UCF junior
Eileen Stana said. "We think of the
antagonism and the insecurity.
Wt!'re not a~ insulated as we once
were. It's not always 'over there,'
9/ll happened here."
Stana compares· the mood of
America .today to the turmoil that
swept the country during the Vietnam War. ·
'
"You can put things out of your
mind until they hit you · -'
personally, like '9/il.
It affects one-per- . - - son and then oth- l
ers," Stana said.
"But mostly 9/11
has changed people's
attitude
about security in

general."
Stana blames the media for
some of the lingering fear Ameri- ·
cans feel at the mention of Sept. ll.
"I hate to beat up the media, but
it's been sensationalized," she said.
"They stir up the fear: It's not that
[the attack] shouldn't be on our
minds and shouldn't be forgotten,
but they're filling space.
"It's just unhealthy when you
keep bringing it to the forefront
again and again. It's difficult to
keep adapting when that apprehension is constantly there."
Discussions on Sept. ll often
·lead to the debates on war in Iraq.
Ulrich Haynes, former U.S.
Ambassador to Algeria from 19771981 and a professor at UCF and
Rollins· College, believes that much
of our global difficulties today stem
from America's isolatiqnist behavior and that the actions of the Bush
administration may lead to further
erosion because of the country's
"lack of consultation" with its
allies.
· "It was a strategic mistake," he
said. "It prevented the military
intervention from becoming a multilateral action supported by some
of the major powers of the world.
"It became a unilateral action on
the part of the United States. For
our own sake, we must accept the
inevitability that we cannot remake
the world in our own image."
Haynes looks to a new a~inis
tration for a solution.
"A new administration, in consultation with concerned nations
around the world, could agree on
primarily the kind of economic formulas that will alleviate the greatPLEASE SEE
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Senate to
offer more
tickets for
USFgame
New bill aims·to
getmoreUCF
students to Tampa
MARK JUSTICE
Senior Staff Writer

One of the most recent bills
passed by the 37th Student Senate approves funding to make
· possible a trip for several hundred UCF students to this
week's football game against the
University of South Florida
The bill will provide the Stu• dent body with several hundred
free tickets to Saturday's game to
compliment a P!Ogram the Student Government Association
already had in place to make the
event a success. Senate Bill 37-91
was introduced in response to
the high demand for 282 free
tickets to the game initially
offered to students by SGA
Along with the first group cif
tickets offered by SGA, the 282
students received a seat on one
of six buses that Student Gov-·
ernment had rented to take stti-·
dents to
from the game.
SB 37-91 proposed additional
funding to allow the executive b
ranch to purchase another four ·
hundred tickets to ensure a
strong UCF presence at Saturday's game.
While approval of the bill is
widespread there was some
debate as to whether financing a
trip to the USF game for so
many students was the best use
of SGA funds. During the debate
over the bill, several senatoFs
pointed out that this was a bill
that would allow the SGA to
give back to the student population, alleviating the concerns
many
had over the cost of the
•
I
pro1ect.
.
Others argued that the bill fit
well into the senate's criteria of
striving to approve legislation of
· benefit to the entire student

and

PLEASE SEE

Motivational speaker offe'rs magical words of wisdom
· Orlando Magic V.P.
gives insider_advice on
lifelong learning for
approaching jobs
NAOMI RINGER
Senior StaffWriter

Students looking to get ahead in
the job market need honesty, character and knowledge, according to Pat
Williams, the Orlando Magic cofounder and senior vice president.

Honesty and integrity, which he .
Williams' motivational speech,
part of Wednesday's Employment defined as "honesty with a little
Preparation Fair held by Career Ser- oomph," are major components of his
vices and ·Experiential Learning, ' theory.
Giving the example from the book
encouraged students to improve
themselves by becoming lifelong The Best Question Ever, he challenged
students to ask themselves, "what is
learners.
.
"Every employer [is] looking for the wise thing for me to do?"
Liberal arts major Sarah Dunkle
people of character," he told the
agreed. She said that honestly is
packed room.
Imagine your decisions making important and employers need a reaheadline news, Williams said. He son to trust their employees.
Honesty also develops maturity
asked audience members if they
would feel embarrassed or regretful and responsibility, Williams said.
· when seeing their name in a newspaper headline.
PLEASE SEE WILLIAMS ON A6

SENATORS ON A6

Orlando Magic cofounder and Vice
President Pat
Williams let UCF
students and other
guests in attendance
in on how to
approach job
interviews and
stressed the
importance of
honesty and trust in
the workplace.

AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for
the UCF community

Professors explain their art
Art professors Rob Reedy
and Ke Francis will give infor-

II}.al gallery talks on their artwork in the UCF Art Department Faculty Exhibition.
. Reedy's session is at 1:30 p.m.
te)day and Francis' session is at
1:30 p.m. Wednesday. Both sessions are in the Visual Arts
Building Room 140A
The talk is a chance for students to better understand the
professors' work. Questions
and input are encouraged.
. For more information call
Janet Kilbride at 407-823-3161.

Info on dangerous dating
· Transfer and Transition Services will hold a Success Series
Workshop: "When Dating
'rums Dangerous" Tuesday at 5
p.m. in Howard Phillips Hall
Room102.
The topic will be awareness
and prevention of stalking, dating violence and sexual violence.
For 'i nformation call Jamila
Kazi or Kimberly Maynard at
407-823-5959.

Learn to manage your time
The Student Academic
Resource Center (SARC) will
host a learning fair from 10 am.
to 2 p.m Wednesday in the Student Union Key West Ballroom
Six academic skills workshops will be offered on topics
including study skills and time
management. For more information contact SARC at 407823-5130.

Get acareer-enhancing externship

C~ Services and Experi-

mental Learning will host an
externship information session
from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday ·i n Egmont Key
Room 224 of the Student
Union.
Externships allow students
to explore a ' specific career
while networking with members of the community. For
mdre information call 407-8232361.

Multicultural welcome back
The Multicultural Student .
Center (MSC) and the Multicultural Academic and Support
Services (MASS) will host their
Annual Welcome Program at
2:30 p.m. Thursday in the Pegasus Ballroom of the Student
un.lon.
The featured speaker will be
Gabriela Othon, Spi:ing 2005
Global Fellow, UCF Global Perspectives Office.
For more information contact MASS at 407-823-2716.

Kick off Hispanic celebration
· : The Hispanic American Stud¢nt Association will hold its
~ual Pachanga, a kickoff celebration for the first night of
· Hispanic Heritage Month, from
7 p.m to midnight Thursday at
· tl)e Memory Mall.
· For more information, email
questions2hasa@hotniail.com or check the Web site
at www.hasa-ucf.org.

Instructor arrested after chase for expired tag
but did not come to a complete stop.
The vehicle rolled past
A minor traffic inci- f)[~~ the .stop bar an~ began
dent escalated into an ;/1f !q1p/f;jf'I' turning mto a parking lot.
arrest Thursday a.fter- ·.fl(f!.@,111/I
Although the vehicle
noon when UCF Officer "1 ,,.
did not make a complete
Clement Punter spotted an stop, it slowed down enough for
expired tag and the driver Punter to read that the vehicle
attempted to avoid him by flee- tag had expired in July.
ing the scene, he reported.
Punter immediately at~
Punter gave this account:
tempted to signal the vehicle to
He was able to identify that stop by turning on his emerthe month for expiration on the gency lights. The driver
vehicle's tag was July, but he appeared unaware that she was
was unable to make out being stopped, so Punter briefly
. whether the year was 2005 or turned on his siren. The driver
2006 because of an illegal black failed to respond, and Punter
plastic ring attached to the sounded his siren once more.
license plate.
The driver did not acknowlPunter followed the vehicle edge Punter's presence ~d
in hopes of identifying the reg- continued driving for about 150
' istration expiration but encoun- yards until coming to an abrupt
tered several green lights that · stop at another stop bar painted
kept him from catching up and on the ground.
getting close enough to do so.
Concerned that the car
The driver then made a left would take off again, Punter
turn on Star Street, where an kept his engine running while
upcoming stop bar allowed .he shouted to the driver to stop
Punter the opportunity to read the car's engine. ·
the expiration clearly. As the
The driver began making
driver approached the stop bar, hand gestures that indicated
the vehicle began to slow down annoyance as Punter once again
CRYSTAL SCOTT

·~
~~

Staff Writer

FROM

Punter reached into the car
for Wells' left arm to pull her
out of ~he car and place her
under arrest for fleeing, but
she jerked away and moved
closer to the passenger side.
Wells was asked three times
to exit the car but repeatedly
refuSed
She said that she would only
exit her car upon the request of
a superior officer.
Shortly after Wells' request,
Sgt. Derrick Stochdreher
arrived on the scene and
requested that Wells exit her
car.
Wells complied with his
request and stood in front ofher
car.
Punter approached Wells
and instructed her to turn
around and place her hands
behind her back because she
was under arrest. Punter placed
the handcuffs on Wells, who
strongly resisted.
Wells was arrested and
charged with fleeing and
attempting to elude a marked
police car, refusal to obey a
police officer and resisting
arrest.

Al ·

efforts are Course Development and Web
Services and Late Knights, which are collecting donations payable to the American
Red Cross.
LEAD Scholars is holding "Emergency
Mardi Gras" Saturday in the Academic Village courtyarg to raise money for the Red
Cross. The organization will also have people collecting donations around the Stu- ·
dent Union throughout the week.
The Delta Delta Delta and Pi Beta Phi
sororities will also be at the Student Union
accepting donations Wednesday.
The UCF French Department and the
Fren~ Honor Society are chipping in by
collecting donations of food and supplies to
send to New Orleans citizens. Colbourn
Hall Room 514 has been designated as the
donation point for people to drop off supCOURTESY UCF POLICE DEPARTMENT
plies ranging from peanut butter and jelly UCF police officers will be delivering donated goods with their recently acquired emergency rescue vehicle.
to diapers. The French students are also
Hitt received his college education.
collecting toiletries and plastic-wrapped ings.
The President's Leadership Council is
The PLC is organizing a number of
silverware.
The College of Health and Public Affairs continuing its efforts in raising mon~y for events to help raise donations and memand the Association for Doctoral Students Tulane University, which is dosed for the bers plan to present Tulane officials with a
check on Oct. 22 when the Green Wave
in Exceptional Education are also collecting Fall after being ravaged by Katrina
Tulane, situated in the heart of New · play the Knights in football at the Citrus
goods for hurricane victims and have set up
donation points in their respective build- Orleans, is also where UCF President John Bowl

Hurricane Ophelia threatening U-turn toward South Carolina
KATE HOWELL
News Editor

Hurricane
watches
remained ·posted and a tropical
storm warning has been added
for areas of the Carolina coasts
Sunday afternoon, as Ophelia
continued to spin in-place offshore.
By 2 p.m. on Sunday, Ophelia
was centered 260 miles east-

southeast of Charleston, S.C., the moment but some meteoand about 250 miles south of rologists from the Weather
Cape Hatteras yvith maximum Channel predicted that it could
sustained winds at 80 mph, edge northwest in the next few
according to the the National days. They also predict that
"weak and floppy'' currents will
Hurricane Centre.
Air Force Reserve Hurricane ,,..,become defined by Tuesday,
Hunters reported Sunday that causing the storm to move
Ophelia became more organ- north and endangering the
ized Saturday night though it outer banks of North Carolina .
did not increase in strength.
Ophelia is not expected to
The hurricane had stalled for strengthen
significantly,

LOCAL WEATHER
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TODAY IN DETAIL

Today

'LET US KNOW

Today: 20% chance of rain

High: 92° Low: 73°

Tonight: The 20% chance of rain·
continues under partly cloudy skies

although fluctuations in intensity should be expected.
Once the storm starts moving, the latest forecast track
indicated the eye could come
ashpre southeast of Cape Lookout near Wilmington and cross
Pamlico Sound on the central
coast, according to meteorologist Gil Wagi at the National
Weather Service office in Newport.

Tuesday
Wednesday
MOSTLY SUNNY
'

Forensics experts search Gulf
coast for dead as clean-up begins
NEW ORLEANS - Cadaver dogs and boatloads of
forensic workers fanned out
Saturday across New Orleans
to collect the corpses left
behind by Hurricane Katrina
Cleanup crews towed away
abandoned cars and even
began readying ' a hotel for
reopening.
.
Despite missing 300 officers from ·his 1,750-strong
force, Police ChiefEddie Compass was upbeat as he reported that 200 arrests had been
made since the hurricane.
The confirmed death toll in
Louisiana stood at 154 people,
including some patients on life
support who died when the
power went out, but the toll
was expected to climb as
crews
collected
bodies
trapped in houses and floating
in murky water.
Arqund the city cent~r,
crews · began cleaning the
mounds of trash and other
debris strewn by the hurricane
and by fleeing residents.
Bulldozers pushed heaps of
chairs, sleeping bags and other
discarded items into giant
piles at the convention center,
the chaotic site where thousands initially took refuge
before ~ing evacuated a week
ago. Dump trucks were haqling the debris away.

•
•

•

•

.
•

•

Government won't bar reporters
from covering corpse recovery
NEW YORK - Challenged
in court by CNN, the Bush
administration agreed on Saturday not to prevent the news
media from following the
effort to recover the bodies of ·
Hurricane Katrina victims.
The government won't,
however, permit photographers to join them in boats or
helicopters during the mission
to recover bodies from flooded homes.
CNN filed suit against the
Federal Emergency Management Agency in U.S. District
Court in· Houston late Friday,
concerned about two statements made by government
officials that day. The officials
said they didn't believe it was
right for the news media to
show pictures of Katrina victims.
In a hearing Saturday
before U.S. District Judge ·
Keith Ellison, Army Lt. Col.
Christian DeGraff promised
that recovery teams would not
bar the media from watching.
Satisfied, CNN agreed to put
its case on hold.

..

•

!

Katrina relief, rebuilding costs
predicted to be astronomical
WASHINGTON
Although estimates of Hurri- "' •
cane Katrina's staggering toll
on· the treasury are highly
imprecise, costs are ~ertain to
climb to $200 billion in the
coming weeks. The final
accounting could approach
the more than $300 billion ' ff
spent in four years to fight in
Afghanistan and Iraq.
Analysts inside and outside
government agree that the $62 ,, •
billion that Washington has
spent so far was merely the

High:93°
Low: 73°

MOSTLY SUNNY

Keep current with headlines
yor,L may have missed

High: 94°
Low:74°
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requested that the car's engine
be stopped.
The·driver, identified as 26year-old Erica Wells, opened
the car door and informed
Punter that the engine was
already off.
Wells attempted to step out
of the car and, when requested
to step back into her car, did so
while obscenely asking why she
had been pulled over.
Punter informed Wells that
he would be with her momentarily as he started to relay the
necessary information to his
police dispatcher. When Punter
was in the middle of calling in
the tag number, Wells started
the car engine and drove off.
Punter then jumped on his
police motorcycle and followed
the fleeing car into another
parking lot across from Star
Street. Wells parked the car and
opened the door to get out. At
this point Punter caught up
with Wells and jumped off his
motorcycle.
Wells began shouting profanities and said she had a class
to teach and that there was no
reason for her to be stopped.

Tulane to receive relief money during football game at Citrus Bowl

MOSTLY SUNNY
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m Monday for the
Wednesday edition.

NATION&
WORLD

POLICE BEAT

specializing In:
High and Low Lights
Perms - Straightening
Color • Color
Correction Men and
Women's Haircutting

1 O°lo DISCOUNT FOR
STUDENTS & FACULTY
Visit our new website at www.DoOrDyeSalon.com

When you need help ...
We are· here for you.
Options• Advocacy• Education

1CM. UCF Our
services include:
• Crisis Intervention
'fT"Clim
•• Emotional
Support &Practical Assistance
J' ft1
tnforrnation and Referral

..,

Services

• Education and Training
• Volunteer Opportunities

A UCF victim advocate is available
24-hours a day, 7 days a week.
All se111ices are free of charge
and confidential.
You can call Victim Services at 407M823-2425 during normal
business hours 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday - Friday.

UNIVERSITY SHOPPES - CORNER or UNIVERSITY & ALAFAYA
12263 UNIVERSITY BLVD.• ORLANDO, F,L 32817 • 407-658-2121
MOM 12pm - 8pm TUES-T~URS 9om - 8pm FRI 9om

·tr Pm

SAT 9am - 4pm SUM closed

After hours, weekends, and holidays please call the
~ Communications Center at 407-823-555S.,

':f'J*WA
I·~1;~, Cafe
"Your Ho1ne Away From Home;,
'W"W"!>V. na1:uracofFeea.nd1:ea.com

BUBBLE TEA BOBA - Slushies/Chillets
HOOKAHS! YERBA MATE! Fust in Orlando
SPECIALTY BEERS and FINE WINES
FREE
WIRELESS
---__,,,,,_ Internet Access
.... (PC!s - fee)

___

__

_____

i

*MoN-DJNIGHT
*THu~-OPENMIC
*SUN-OPEN
*TUE ·GAME NlGHT *FRI-C0NC£RT SERIES
FORUM
*WED -JAZZ JAM · *SAT -SINGERiSONGWRITER

12078 Collegiate Way, Orlando 407 482~5000
_fc.!,o~ ~o!!! ';!_C!> !el!!_n!A_fp~b1~es!..in_~·~!!e~q!ar.!

FREE

'

_

'

_

50°/o OFF

•1
Buy any Specialty Drink at regulu 11 Buy any Lunch item u regular price
p.rice &: get l Drink at same or lesser 11 and get 1 Lunch item at same or lc.tter
price ftee.
.
I
price at 50% savings.
One coupon per cTa.y1 per cuttorner. Not .. ud
with any other off'er, Expires! 9/30/0$
.

=
'

One coupon pu day1 per cu>tomer. Not valid
laI wich
any other offer. Expires: 9/30/05

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

250/o OFF

1,

$1.00 OFF
H 00KAHS

.1~

Buy Cafe Britt 1-0<?% Costa Rican 11
~
coffee at regular price and get 2"" at 11
same or lesser pnce at 25% savings. I
Over 20 Flavors to choose from
One coupon per doy1 per cdltomer. Nor volId
I One coupon per day1_ptt cu.ton.er. Not valid
with any other offer. Expire!! 130/05
11 with any other offer. ~,Pires: 9130/05

-------~

~--~------~-----
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PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

New.Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in Side Impact Test.

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $248
which fncludes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9;30/05

~CN'fO~TrAx
FOR 43 MONTHS

Auto, Air, 6-Disc CD (hanger, P/Windows,
P/Locks, Alloy Wheels, ·sunroof'·Loaded!

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signi(lg is $328 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TT&L. See

dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9/30/05

2005 NEW
BEETLE GL
P/W, P/L, lilt, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyless Remote and Much More!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

.Turbo Diesel
Av.a ilable

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $239 which includes security deposit. PLUS first
payment + TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9/30/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
2005
TOUAREG4X4

2005 NEW GTI
P/Locks, P/Windows, Tiit, Cruise,
Side Airbags, ABS~ Keyless Remote,
Alarm, Alloy Wheels & Much More!

Sound System One, All Power -

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

..

BIG SElECTIONI

1

payment + TT&l. *See dealer for details. Leasing WA.( thru Volkswagen Credit. cypires 9/30/05

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Tota/due at signing is $259 which includes security deposit. PLUS first
payment + TT&l. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9/30/05

• 4Yr/50,000. Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv ·

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warrantv

2006 NEW
GOLF GL

2005 NEW BEETLE GL
CONVERTIBLE

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $429 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

.

'

P/W, P/L, Tiit, Cruise, ABS, CD,
Keyless Remote & Much More

LEASE FOR

P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, CD and Much More!

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

$235

Turbo Diesel
Available .

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $235 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9/30/05

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

Gotonless!
.,

*48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $289. which includes security deposit. PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C thm Volkswagen Credit. Expires 9/30/05

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv • 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Pow~rtrain warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv
CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
~FIRSTTIME
~COLLEGE-GRAD
We Can Assist You With:
~CREDIT
BUYER

PROGRAM

Drivers wanted~

PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 ~ILE FACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW.., Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

Al·+
" ' ' . II
I

'I!

•T•

f<:!

4175

s.

11

:1z *<IT

•WA•

ii

N

Hwy 17-92 .

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN

SAT 9-5

..

M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD {SANFORD)

407-365--3 300

visit our website

aristocratvw.com

LSAT
What's in the news at
: colleges around the country

higher
test scores
guaranteed

(l>lleges invent ways to help new
5':udents transition easier
: PITTSBURGH Colleges and universities across
· the _country are coming up
~th inventive ways to help
11ew students transition easier
and cut back on freshmen
liorror stories about living on
their own, doing laundry and
niking classes after dark.
The University of Pitts- .
burgh's annual Student Activities Fair allows 3,300 freshmen to take a look at most
~xtracurricular activities all at
9nce. Seton Hill University in
Greensburg uses reading
material as a way for freshmen to get together at the
!?1:art of the year by giving a
fyee informative book to every
·student.
. Carnegie Mellon University places 1,400 new freshmen
in several orientations, such
as specialized sessions for
ffiinority and international
students.
· The variety of offerings
allows freshmen to ease into
their new environments
smoothly.

.Schools to fight NCAA mascot
ban; appeals may be granted
INDIANAPOLIS -

The

~CAA spent four years study-

mg the use of American Indian nicknames. It took less than
a month for the governing
body to start backpedaling.
With university presidents
threatening lawsuits, complaining about the rationale
and openly questioning the
Aug. 5 }iefision to ban Indian
mascots, logos and nicknames
from postseason tourna-ments, the NCAA has
responded with unusual
speed in making alterations.
Three schools have won
appeals to be removed from
the original list ofl8 offenders,
and more are expected.

Online groups helping college
freshmen make new friends
DURHAM, N.C. - It's a
eircumstance freshman col)ege students have faced for
generations - having to fmd
a new group of friends on a
campus with 12,000 students.
But Ross Goldstein didn't
wait to get to Duke before
making some college buddies.
By the time he arrived, he had
met over 150 of the about 1,700
members of Duke's Class of
2009 over the Internet.
Thousands of students
spent the summer and last
spring meeting future classmates through Web sites such
as
Facebook.com
and
~yspace.com.

u.s..

unive!'5itY. panel suggests
full mvest1gat1on of professor ·
·. DENVER - A University
· of Colorado panel recommended a full investigation
· into allegations of research
misconduct involving a professor who triggered a national outcry for comparing some
Sept. ll victims to a Nazi.
A faculty committee was
¢alled Friday for investigating
Ward Churchill on seven allega~ions involving plagiarism,
rmsuse of others' work and
falsification and fabrication
interim provost Susan Avery
said. The charges could lead
to his dismissal.
Chrn;chiU wrote an essay
comparmg some World Trade
Center victims to Adolf Eichmann, one of the Nazis who
orchestrated the Holocaust.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Bhola B1shundat and his wife, Basmattie, walk across the Memorial Bridge during Sunday's
Freedom Walk from the Pentagon to the National Mall. Their son was a victim on 9/11 .
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Buckner said that Iraqi and
U.S. troops had captured 2ll
terror suspects, killed 141 terrorists and confiscated nine
weapons caches since Aug. 26.
Late Saturday, Iraqi Prime
Minister Ibrahim al-Jaafari
ordered the Rabiyah border
crossing closed in an attempt
to stanch the flow of insurgents from Syria, which is
about 60 miles from Tal Afar.
While · several hundred
insurgents using small arms
initially put up stiff resistance
in the city's ancient Sarai district, Iraqi forces "reported only
two ~en wounded in the day's
fightmg. The U.S. military
issued no caimalty report for
the 3,500 Americans in the
operation.
As the day wore on, fighting quickly dieg down, said
Col. H.R. McMasters, commander of the 3rd Armored
Cavalry Regiment. He said the
joint force found the Sarai
neighborhood nearly deserted
once the shooting ended.
With the Tal Afar offensive
under way, Iraqi Defense Minister Sadoun al-Dulaimi signaled his U.S.-trained forces
would not stop after this operation and vowed to move
against insurgent bastions
throughout the country.

first installment of perhaps an
unparalleled sum.
·
The government never has
dealt with a disaster of this
scale: 90,000 squafe miles of
the Gulf Coast affected, with
hundredsofthousandsofpeople displaced and an entire
metropolitan · area under
water.
In 1992, the devastation of
Hurricane Andrew in Florida
and Louisiana cost $35 billion.
The price for the 6.7-magnitude temblor in the Northridge area of Los Angeles in
1994 was $15 billion to $20 billion.
Members of the Louisiana
congressional delegation say it
could cost $100 billion just in
New Orleans.
As the House approved
President · Bush's second
spendin~ request Thursday,
the chairman of the House
Appropriations Cmnmittee
predicted that lawmakers
would repeat the effort in a
few weeks.

Carolinas get ready as Hurricane
Ophelia makes way for coast
CHARLESTON, S.C. - A
hurricane watch was posted
Saturday for the Southeast
coast as Ophelia strengthened
into a 'hurricane once again
and meteorologists said its
meandering course could take
a sharp tum toward land.
A 'hurricane watch was
posted along a 300-mile
stretch from the GeorgiaSouth Carolina· line to North
Carolina's Cape Lookout
meaning hurricane-force wind
of at least 74 mph was possible
by Sunday evening, the
National Hurricane Center
said.
Emergency management
directors along the North Carolina coast said they were prepared for Ophelia and warned
residents not to be complacent.
It could strengthen a bit
before an expected Tuesday
landfall, said Eric Blake, a
meteorologist at the hurricane
center in Miami.

LSAT: Classes Starting ·10/8/05 & 10/15/05
GMAT: ~lasses Starting 9/18/05 & 10/20/05 .
GRE: Classes Starting 9/17/05 & 1.0/5/05
MCAT: Classes Starting 10/5/05
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•Test names are registered trademari<s of their respective owners.

Sept. 11 memorial plans proceed
while some rally against museum

••To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled In Kaplan's
full classroom, t utoring, or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course m aterials within 90 days.

NEW YORK - Holding up

pictures of their loved ones and
signs that read "Preserve Sacred
Ground;" more than 500 relatives of Sept. 11 victims rallied at
the World Trade Center site Saturday against a proposed muse- .

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
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Family members worry the
International Freedom Center
will take attention away from
those who died in the attack.
They said the museum should
not be allowed to show exhibits
about struggles for freedom ·
around the world
The rally by more than a
dozen family groups came a day
before the fourth anniversary of
the terrorist attacks. A bouquet
ofwhite flowers and several single, red roses were tucked into
the metal fence surrounding the
site, while huge American flags
hung outside nearby office
buildings.
The Freedom Center and
another museum, the Drawing
Center, were chosen more than
a year ago to occupy cultural
space at the site in a building
close to the planned ''Reflecting
Absence" memorial
But rebuilding officials said
last month that the Drawing
Center would look elsewhere
for a home and that the Freedom Center would have to submit more detailed plans and
respond to family objections to
ensure its place at the site. A
mediator has recently been
recruited to help museum officials and the families communica(e.

~

U.S., Iraqi troops conduct insurgent sweeps near Syrian border
TAL AFAR, Iraq -

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a. prior official test score, you can choose t o repeat our program for free or get a ·
fuil refund of your t uition:"* It's that simple.

More

than 5,000 Iraqi army and para-

military troops backed by U.S.
soldiers swept into this insurgent stronghold near the Syrian border, conducting houseto-house
searches
and
battering down stone walls in
the narrow, winding streets of
the old city. ·
"Operation
Restoring
Rights is being conducted to
remove terrorists and foreign
fighters operating in Tal Afar,"
Col Billy J. Buckner, a military
spokesman, said Sunday. "This
operation is in support of the
Iraqi government's efforts to
bring safety and security to the
citizens of the city."
.
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Nobody crams for tests an~ore , or at least people who h ave t aken ' UCF Test
Prep Courses don't. We prepare you for a high er s core on the GRE, GMAT, LSAT,
MCAT or SAT... at a lower price. In fact ou r price is less than one-third of what
~ou'll pay with most national test prep chains. So while preparing for fue big
exam is smart, preparing with UCF Test Prep is s marter. Call 407 .882. TEST or
visit www.testprep.ucf.edu. Register online using Pri~rity Code 0804 F
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UCF TEST PREP COURSES
.smarter Test Prep.
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WEDNESDAYS

Open Mic Night
THURSDAYS

Karaoke

SUNDAY

Blues Jam, 5 - 9 u.m.

No cover--SMOKERS WELCOME
CLASS A PLACE

401-211-1665

C

12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida
(At 408 & E. Colonial)

Search no more.
Call to find out how Florida Referral Network
can ~et your sorority, fraternity, team, club
or organization started today.
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Contact Tracy Taylor for more information

Referral
N'jtwork .,

Tel: (407) 566-2063 • (407) 697-6602
E-mail: tracy@floridarcfcrralnctwork.con'
l

~

Meet with faculty and staff representing UCF's
•

more than 100 master's, doctoral, specialist, and
certificate programs.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
GRADUATE STUDIES

A showcase of the University of Central Florida's
di~rse' gr:aduate programs ·with representatives from
all,. ooUeg.es! many.p~ograms, "Graduate Studies,
feH<JWShips,, stadent financial assistance, GEM
(N'atienat Consortium for Graduate Degrees for
Mfhortties ·iA l!ngineerlng and Science), and many

ofbe'F UCF 9ervice areas.
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Williams urges courage in troubled times
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Many people are quick to
claim responsibility when the
oµtcome of a decision is favorable, he said. But most won't
speak out when decisions backfire.
·
. Internships or jobs straight
oµt of college often pay only in
experience, much to the chagrin
of students. Working for free
may not sQund appealing, but
given the choice between money
or experience, Williams advises
students to "take the experience.
It's more important."·
Working hard - paid or
unpaid - does pay off, according to Williams.
He said that people of character work hard and are constantly asking what else they
can contribute.
Above all, Williams said, life
js difficult. "Perseveranc;e gets
us through three phases in life:
before the storm, during the
storm and after the storm."
College may be the proverCHARLIE BENTON I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
bial storm in students' lives, but Pat Williams used ex~erpts from the book, The Best Question Ever, during his motivational sp~ech last week in the Student Union. He advised
life after college may be an even students to improve themselves through lifelong learning, perseverance and personal responsibility.
more frightening thought for.
some students. Coupled with dents succeed in school and in times when you're. scared," · trait, graduate student Stacy
other elements of character, he life.
Williams said.
Martin said, but "the whole
believes courage will help stu- ·
"[Courage] comes during
Good character isn't just one package."

Senators push attendance at new football rivalry debut
FROM

A1

body, and that although the cost
seemed high, it was comparatively low to the several hundred dollars per person usually allotted for students to travel
to conferences and events. Sen.
Vidor Perez summarized his
thoygli'ts on the bill by explaining that, "the .money is there.
Why not use it?"
After debate on the bill the
majority of senators were convinced that it was a worth while
· cause and the bill was quickly
amended to finance the purchase of 600 tickets instead of .
the proposed four hundred. At a
cost of $25 per ticket this raised
the price of the legislati9n from
$10,000 to $15,000.
Although some senators
remained strong in their opposition to the bill, the end of the
tlebate found the amended ver-.
,sjon of SB 37-91 approved, and

The excitement felt by many
many enthusiastic about the
project.
of the student senators for the
Speaker of the Senate Mark proj~ct could also be found
White cited a responsibility to among members of the student
develop pride and tradition at body that they serve. FreshUCF as a cause for the wide man Nicole Bamberski, who
support the bill enjoyed at chose UCF over her long-time
love of Gator football, was canThursday's Senate meetipg.
_ "I know that me and my fel- did in !fer support for the bill.
"It is important that the stulow senators all feel that traditions on this campus benefit the dents and organizations ofUCF
entire student body and need to support our developing football
be strong and everlasting," program," Bamberski said.
White said. "That is why many "There can be no better use of
·of us feel that this rivalry against the Activity and Service Fee
USF needs to be established so then to support a project widely
strong its first year."
endorsed by the student body
The speaker continued to that provided those funds."
explain that, "The athletic · Sophomore Crystal Lee
department agrees "and has agreed that the bill was a worth
been working in conjunction while endeavor by the Student
with both the legislative and Senate. "I think it's fantastit
executive branches of SGA to that SGA is supporting students
help reach out to students and in such a matter," she said.
SB 37-91 is not without it's
alumni, to make this event one
of the most successful traditions critics however. Former Sen.
Matt DeVlieger is perhaps the
in UCF history."

most outspoken in his disapproval of the legislation. "This
great sum of money could have
been used in ways to better help
the student body, or even to
help bus people in devastated
areas on the Gulf coast,"
DeVlieger said. "Instead, we are
busing students f01' free to a
sports game. Where are our priorities?"
Criticism aside, one group is
more enthusiastic than any
other about SB 37-91. The members of the Golden Knight football team that will be competing
on Saturday share a strong support for the legislation.
Michael Lavoie, a sophomore and right guard for the
Golden Knights,·felt that, "it's a
great way for them to come out
and see what we have become
as a team." Teammate Kyle
Smith agreed that the bill was
great, exclaiming "the more
support the better!"

WEEK IN HEALTH
RACHEL BAUMBACH
Staff Writer
'

: In many soeial settings,
lliinking alcohol is a regular
jlabit, a staple in a day or night
:sPent enjoying the company of
~ends, watching a sports game
~ Ty or simply relaxing. On
:COllege campus~s across the
:Y.s., the regular habit becomes
more aggressive each year.
: : For most students, the coll~ge years are a time for making
lriends, creating memories and
preparing for the future, but hid-den behind the guise of a
'.}tealthy college atmosphere is a
l!inge-drink1ng monster that
:Seems to grow with each life it
mnsumes.
: ; According to a recently
~dated report by the National
lnstitute on Alcohol Abuse and
;Alcoholism, drinking by college
-sludents aged 18 to 24 con't tibutes to an estimated 1,700
student deaths, 599,000 injuries
·aiict 97,000 cases of sexual
-assault or date rape each year.
· The NIAAA says that white
J!len are at the top of the list,
.along with athletes, fraternity.
and sorority members and
spme first-year students. Following closely behind are students who live in on-campus
housing.
The most recent head count
o( students enrolled at UCF is
42,837. · Out of that number,
29,432 are white and 3,783 are
undergraduates who live on
campus. According to the ·
results gathered by the NIAAA,
a college like UCF is a breeding
ground for excessive drinking.
In addition, the number of
students enrolled at UCF rises
each year, which means the
numbers of cases of bi.tige
drinking will only keep ITTowing.
Despite the number of negative occurrences students are
involved in ~hen it comes to
alcohol abuse, drinking has ·
been a common ingredient in
what many students consider a
successful social life. A vast
majority of students bow to
peer pressure and the desire to
fit in as they face the act of
testablishing themselves in a
new social setting.

In fact, college drinking has
almost become a rite of passage.
So where does this leave the
generations of students to
come?
So many customs promote
the use of alcohol in college students that, at times, educa,t:ing
students about the dangers of
drinking seems hopeless.
College sports arenas are littered with advertisements of
alcohol industry sponsors, leaving students surrounded by the

pressure to drink. Businesses
dependent on student patron-·
age serve or sell alcohol, and
many students are employed by
many of these same establishments.
Parents should play a huge
role in teaching their children
about the dangers of drinking
excessively, but when the time
comes to decide whether or not
to drink, it is truly an individual
choice.
Students should maintain a

good self esteem so they don't
feel pressured by their insecurities to fit in. They should surround themselves with positive
people and activities that do not
always include alcohol.
Of course, occasional drinking is appropriate if taken into
perspective and treated as a luxury. If it isn't, overall abuse can
lead to bad sleep · and study
habits, violence, injury and an
overall negative college experience.
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Got a ticket?

•

Cheap, Fast, Easy
One of the cheapest courses around!
· Take the course on your scheduler
Potential insurance breaks!
Easy to navigate!
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Log on to ...

www.FLDriViJ?.g-Ticket.co1n
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Saturday, Sept. 17, 2005 .

Be part of history for only $25. The UCF Alumni
Association will drive you to Raymond James
Stadium in Tampa, rent movies for the bus trip,
host trivia games and pass out giveaways, feed
you at ttie alumni pregame event and get you into
the_ game of the season!

•

Seating is limited! Call NOW to r~serve your seat.
Buses will deJ'.?art UCF@ 1:30 p.m.
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( 407) UCF-ALUM

www.ucfalumni.com

•Sad, worthless or guilty
•Trouble eating or sleeping
• No motivation
·• Difficulty concentrating
• Feeling downhearted or blue
Turn that frown up-side down
If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you may be depressed. Dr. Linda
Harper of CNS Healthcare in Orlando, who has conducted over 70 FDA approved
clinical trials, is conducting a medical research study fur individuals 18-80 years of
age who are experiencing the symptoms of depression. If you enter the study, all .
study-related medical care will be provided at no charge and you may be
compensated up to $350 for time and travel. CNS Healthcare strives to improve the
lives of everyone experiencing depression. Research is the answer to finding new
treatment options. Call today for more lnfonnatlon.
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Ask
a doc

NH UNG TRAN, MD
UCF Health Services

Could you tell me about fungal nail infections?

Onychomycosis
(fungal
nails infections) is·not rare and
affects one in fj.ve persons 4i
the U.S. Toenails are more
infected than fingernails and,
unfortunately, are more difficult to treat.
Dermatophytes are the type
of fungus that thrive on the
skin, hair and nails: The most
common one is trichophyton
rubrwn, which is the cause of
athlete's foot infection. The
remainder of infections are
caused by yeasts such as .c andida, which are fiormally present
on the human body. A small
percentage are caused by
l}

molds.
infections. Therefore, you need
Dermatophytes can be to see a health professional for
transmitted by direct contact a correct diagnosis. Tests can
' such as athlete's foot that can include examination of the
turn to infect toenails or indi- debris of skin and nail under
rect contact as clothing, shoes, direct microscopic examinanail clippers, nail files, showe.r tion and/or a fungal culture to
and locker room floors, and determine what kind of fungus
it maybe.
carpets.
The treatment consists of
Yeast infections can happen
when there is an overgrowth oral or topical medication. Oral
due to many factors such as ill- medication is more effective,
ness, antibiotics or a weakened h8wever, it has serious side
effects and is usually preimmune system
Mold normally grows in soil scribed for 'moderate to severe
and can grow on the skin and • infections. It involves months
nails too. It usually does not of expensive ti;eatment and
needs close supervision with
pass through direct contact.
Fungal infections are divid- blood and liver function tests.
You can decrease your risk
ed into four categories and-the
most common form affect the of getting fungal nail infections
skin under the nail, known as by not weari.p.g tight shoes,
· shoes that make your feet warm
the nail bed.
Toenails are more likely to ·or sweaty, or wet shoes that are
be infected if there ls a predis- not appropriately dried . out.
position for ingrown toenails or Avoid sharing shoes, socks, nail
injury,' even from frequent nail clippers or nail files. Don't walk
trimming.
..
with bare feet in shar.ed showSymptoms include yellow ers or locker rooms:
Treat athlete's foot promptly.
.streaks in the nail bed and at the
underside of the nail and debris If you wear artificial nffils, visit
under the nail due to a buildup a salon that sterilizes its tools.
of skin and nail. A thickened Nail manicures and certain nail nail can separate from the skin products can damage the nail
under a nail that is very brittle. or cuticle, making the nail more
Fungal nail infections susceptible to infection. Conprogress very slowly and it trol chronic conditions such as
depends on your overall health, diabetes or certain diseases
level of humidity, environment causipg poor blood -circulation
· of the nail, living conditions or long-term usage of immunoand whether the fingernails or suppressive diugs.
toenails are infected. ·
There are other conditions
· E-mail your que~tions to
that can mimic fungal ·nails
askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

The Pentelligent Choice"'

War in Iraq, London bombings
continue to ·cause tension
·~

FROM

Al

est scourge in the world poverty," he said.
According to Haynes, only
by eliminating poverty can the
U.S. spur ·the formation of
democratic government.
UCF junior Adam Noble
believes the passionate antiBush rhetoric is a call for
change and a response to fear.
"Before 9/11 we had fear,"
he said. "Look at the Civil
Rights Movement. - It was
social classes and ethnic classes. Fear put people into classes. Nothing happened until
people were sick of it and
enacted major change."
Still, not all Americans are
against the war in Iraq.
"My forefathers fought [for
freedom], and I'm damn
proud of it," Whiting said.
"Can you imagine what this
country might have been like
if they hadn't? Everything still
applies, this country was not
born overnight.
"With our soldiers over
there, they're spreading and
ensuring democracy. Either
11 ~ we fight them in this war - or
we fight them when they
come over here."
The ·fallout from Sept. 11
and the resultant change in

"We think of the
ant.agonism and
the insecurity.
We're not as
insulated as we
once were. It's
not always 'over
there/ 9/11 ·happened here"
- EILEEN STANA
UCF STUDENT

Middle Eastern policy did not
affect America alone. The July
bombings that traumatized
London
commuters
are
thought by many British to be
a direct result of the U.S.-led
war in Iraq.
"The bombs in London
were appalling atrocities in
which many innocent lives
were lost," British politician
Caroline Lucas told the British
Broadcasting Corp. "They

were also an entirely predictable response to U.K. foreign policy over many years,
but most particularly to our
policy in Iraq."
According to Haynes, the
problems the U.S. and Great
Britain face in the Middle East
have little to do with marketing and much to do with Western misunderstanding of basic
carnal needs.
"The priorities of the people of the Third World are
quite different from the priorities of the U.,S. government,"
Haynes said. "If you ask them
what they want, they 'want
jobs, they want education,
they want security, and way
down on the list is democracy.
"Now if you ask our government, they [say the people ·
of the Third World] want to be
free. Many of them have never
been fiee, and they do not see
political freedom as a solution
to their problems."
Stana echoes · Haynes'
views.
."I think we always have the
ability to heal," she said. "We
are a strong people, but this is
not about us being able ,to
heal. It's a matter of us learning. We need to be sensitive
that there are other ways to
live."

Besides 3 lanyard holes, Impulse by Pentel comes full of newly
formulated ultra-smooth, fast-drying ink in a futuristic barrel
with a soft, sleek rubber grip. For a smooth-writing, always at
·the ready ball point, try Impulse. Q
™
Impulse. Impossible to resist.
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-F risbee fever is spreading on campus
Athletes take the
disc to another
level in ultimate
sport fashion
KATE HOWELL
News Editor

• Bill Igar, head ofUCF's ultimate Frisbee team, is working
to firmly establish his team
and change how UCF students
view the sport.
"My biggest fear is that in
five years the team will die,"
!gar said.
The UCF ultimate Frisbee
team has existed for about
three years, and this fall,
encouraged by past successes,
players are making some
changes.
' "We're trying to have a club
so we can bring in new people," Igar said.
Ultimate Frisbee is played
in both the club season in the
fall and the college season in
the spring. Anyone can play on
the club team but only UCF
students can join the college
team.
"You'd probably find a higher skill level in club because
it's open to anyone, but everyone in college is young and
fast," player Alex Turek said.
The players are also organ.
izing a women's team.
"We have about five hardcore female members," Igar
said. "[We have] five that are
really interested and another
30 names on our list It is kind
of a numbers game."
Player
Greg
Tener
described the game as a "mix
betwe~ football, soccer and
basketball."
Each team has seven players. Games are played on a 70by-40 yard field with end
zones 25 yards deep. Play
begins with one player throwing the Frisbee to the opposite
team (called a "pull" and similar to a kickoff in football).
When a player has the Frisbee,
he is not allowed to run but
can pivot on one foot to throw
the Frisbee to another team
member.
The members of the opposite team try to intercept the
disk and points are scored
when the Frisbee is caught in
the opposite end zone. The
game is usually played to 13
points.
·
"It's really nice not being on
the clock," Igar said, "and you
always play to an odd number,
sometimes nine or ll, but
always an odd. I don't know
why. The Frisbee gods have
decided."
· Ultimate Frisbee is self-ref: ereed and players follow the
·:'.spirit of the game," which
: iequires fairness and a general
.lack of violence.
: ·: "If someone calls a foul and
_you don't think it was a foul
:-You can contest," Igar said.

"No oµe want to argue over
fouls so we don't call as many
as, say, basketball."
"It is the nicest thing,"
Tener said. "Everybody is very
nice."
Things can get competitive
with intercollegiate games and
statewide tournaments.
According to .Igar, things
can get kind of wild.
"The nice thing is the way
the tournaments are organized," he said. "There's the
captains' meeting, the game
and the party."
The team will compete in a
tournament in Vero Beach
Sept. 17-18 against other Florida teams. A tournament will
be held at UCF Nov. 12 and 13.
"We're trying to see if we
can get mostly college teams,"
Turek said. He also hopes a
second UCF team will emerge
by that time.
The Ultimate Frisbee· team
holds three practices a week
on the sports fields behind the
Academic Village.
Tuesday practices start at 5
p.m. and are more casual and
geared toward newbies, while
Thursday practices, also at 5
p.m., are for the more competitive players. Sunday's noon
practices are a mix "depending
on who shows up," said !gar.
"With tournaments coming
up we have to practice hard,"
team member Phil Stokes said.
"We have to build the new
people and the old at the same
time."
More information on Ultimate Frisbee can be found at
UCF's Ultimate Frisbee Yahoo
group:
http://sports.groups.y ahoo.co
m/ group/ ucf_ultimate/ .
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an MIS·Major?
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MIS Career Offers:
Th~ average starting salary for

Management
Information Systems graduates is $42,084.

•

Excellent career opportunities with such companies as
Oracle, Universal, Lockheed, Hewitt, and many more.

OPEN HOUSE

•

Saturday, Sept.·17 at Sam
College of Health and Public ~ffairs, Rm 112 .
For more 'information on the
Management Information Systems Major visit the MIS Department Web site at:

ll

www.bus.ucf.edu/mis
PHOTOS COURTESY ANASTASIA SEARFOSS

$72,DDD

£arn up to

UCF's Ultimate Frisbee Team, seen in action above and below, is trying to shed any misleading
images of the sport and show people that it's fast and action-packed.The layout of the game
is much like football or soccer, but players are not allowed to run if they have the Frisbee.
Games are also self-refereed and players follow an honor system, while trying to practice
fairness and as little violence as possible.

while you finish your Health
Administration Degree

.

'

Looking for a financial boost to complete your Master's
Degree in Health Care Administration. Let the Health
Services Collegiate Program help lead the way!
"'

Eligibilitv Requirements

When Selected

• US citizenship
·
• 18 to 40 years of age
Cumulative GPA of 3.0 or
higher on a 4.0 scale
• Physically fit with NO major
medical problems and be
able to swim ,
• NO felony convictions
• NO pending civil actions or
bad debt
• NO history or illicit drug use
• Enrolled in or accepted to
CAHME accredited graduate
program.

• Receive about $3000 a·
month during graduate
school
·• Full Navy Benefits as .
a student to include:
- Full medical/dental
coverage
- 30 days paid vacation
each year
- Many other benefits
• Naval Officer commission
upon graduation

•

I
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Far Mare lnfarmatian Call:

NAvv 1-800-342-8123
OFFICER PROGRAMS

·Wt

E-mail:lptjax@cnrc.navy.mil
.t1

• ti

(

- UCF Team Dentist serving Athletes, Coaches, Staffand Professors since 1987STATE-O F-THE-ART, L IFETIME D ENTAL E XCELLENCE

For vou and auuest
when vou drop bv

12140 Collegiat~ Way
(407) 381-2900
www.Smoothieking. com

• (:osmetic Care: Bleaching, Bonding and Porcelain Veneers • Emergencies Accepted
• State-of-rhe-·Arc Procedures, Instruments- and Techniques

Located across from UCF
behind Applebee's

• Professionally rfrained, Caring and Courteous Sraff

Thursdav
Sept. 15, 2005
1:30 P.ID. at

• Bridges and Crowns • Mercury-Free Dentisrry

Student Identijlcation
Card 10% Disco·u nt!

Regal waterrord lakes 20
Official Rules and Regulations: Tickets are available while
supples last On~ ticket per person. Restrictions may apply.
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EAS,T
0RLANDO
D E NTAL

personalized & con!fortablc
A. YARKO, D DS

EAST COL.ONIAI. DRIVI'. • 0Rl.,ANDO

WEC01U)tALLY INVITE

Opens Nationwide September I 6
'

• Not good with any other offer. l.imit one per
person per visit. Some restrictions may apply.
Only valid at above location.
Exp. 10/31/05

You TO

CALL

(407) 282-2 101

•
~
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1013

LOCKWOOD BOULEVARD • 0Vl.EDO

WE CORDIALIY INVITE
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You TO

CALL

(407) 977-6464
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.. mirroring the present· mapping the future
.

.

••
•

"

a " our U_C F 2005-2001 topic for a university~wide discussion,
e ta reflect on the curre~t state of U.S.· society.
lar, the U
community will expl~re those forces ~hat are reshaping
d chnolo· ·cal landscape of both Gentral Florida and the nation.
u s·ons, speakers, media events, even late-night talks
~~~~~~~alls . will consider~ fr_
o m many different perspectives,
se fast-changing times on al.I of our lives.
T e "Connecting th
CF Community" organizing team invites you·to ·

•

•

Join the Conversation!

•
. I

- =-·---ting· the UCF Community
Events for Fall 2005
Location . .

Date

•

•

•

Oct. 2005 - April 2006

·.English Departrpent, LACLS, H · A,
Cellege o Arts & Sciences.

Oct. 5, 2005
.I

,.

UCF Residence Halls
· and affiliated communities

Oct. 11, 2005

COMM 101

ndergraduate Studies
The Comp(jfsjtion Rrogram, ......._.,,____
The Burnett Honors College

--

UCF Arena

/
.,,.,

'
,.

.

Oct.13, 2005

Student Union
Room 316 (Cape Florida)

Oct. 20, 2005

Student Union

'

Oct. 25, 2005

Student Union
Room 316 (Cape Florida)

Oct. 28, 2005

COMM 101 (tentative)

"

•

·~

Nov. 2005 - April 2006

Nov. 3, 2005

Nov. 9, 2005

cf.edu.

~ucp ·

.

UCpwillobsetzl:Je Corzstitution fl.Jay
*

OJ?.

!:Eu'day, Septenzbetz t6, 2005

!l?.ecifation ofthe $eanihfe at 2 :oo p.#'J.

·::Fi!idniou &tfO't.niatio17 otzft">ie at
.. coll$litUtio1;1.. uc/.edu
ll7ll1iv.

.;

&

Vntversity of Centrai Florida

,,

......
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_UCF players,
fans ready to
start rivalry
with neighbOr

"Our team i_s still .trying to find itself ... we aren't ·playing as a unit."

(

-WOMEN'S SOCCER COACH AMANDA CROMWELL ON HER TEAM'S SLOW START
(.

(

l

.

.." .,
, ..
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Footb~ geafi_ng up for Saturday's game
l

ANDY VASQUEZ
~ports

In competitive sports it is
hard to find something more
intriguing than a rivalry.
Matchups, rankings, talent and
records seem to all be thrown
out the window in the emotion
of those contests as anything can
seemingly happen.
.
This Saturday, the Knights
• will open the latest chapter of its
rivalry with a not-so-distant
neighbor.
The Universjty of South
Florida is a mere 98 miles away
from the campus of UCF, creating a natural rivalry between the
two . schools in virtually every
•
sport. ·
When UCF and USF take to
the field or the court, the stakes
go up. Whether it's basketball,
baseball, soccer or tennis, the
competition is heated anq it has
been that way for years.
That is why it is so surprising
that the tw'o teams have never
faced one another on the football
field, but that will all change on
Saturday night
. The Knights will travel to

(

(·

(1

('

REBECCA BARNm I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

,

UCF defender Stacey George, right, defends Florida State's India Trotter inWendesday's 3-0 loss to the Seminoles. UCF's next gam~ is on Sunday when they host Florida.

In search of the

(1

Raymond James Stadium in
Tampa Saturday night for the
first-ever matchup between.
UCF and USF on the football
field.
This is a date that UCF players have been looking forward to
for a long time and evidentlY.
Knights fans have been as well. •
UCF ticket manager Kevin
Luck announced late last week
that UCF's allotment of 3,400
seats has already sold out, and
the Knights are asking for ·additional tickets to cover season
ticket holders and UCF student
ticket requests.
The request for more tickets
shouldn'~ be a problem as USF
shares its home with the NFL's
Tampa Bay Buccaneers and the
sta~um has a seating capacity of
nearly 70,000.
·
Adding.to the drama of the
matchup is the Knights' 16-game
losing streak, which is the
longest in the nation. The
Knights are desperate to end the
streak as soon as possible and
doing it against USF would mark
the Knights' first victory sll).ce

Editor

PLEASE SEE

PLAYERS ON B3

Around C-U~A: Marshall falls hard,
Tulsa falls even harder to·Oklahorna
Marshall

Justin McKinney at ·he 12.
It was a fitting end to the
On the day when Marshall
honored the coach that won 94 game for Marshall, who turned
games in nine years in Hunting- the ball over five times, includton; Mark Snyder created a big .ing two fumbles inside the KSU
hole in his quest to succeed Bob 5-yard line.
Orlando native Bernie MorPruett.
Snyder, who was hired on ris started the game at quarter~
Apr. 14 to replace the retiring back for the Herd, l~aving the
Pruett, called a pass play at the game in the second quarter
Kansas State 21-yard line with with a left shoulder injury. Skineight seconds left and his ner took over and finished 15-25
with 189 yards ·and two interThundering Herd down 21-19.
The ensuing play stunned ceptions.
Morris led the Herd to a 10-d
the Joan C. Edwards Stadium
record crowd of 36,914, as quar- lead before the KSU offense hif
terback Jimmy Skinn~r's pass the field, capitalizing on a furn,=·
was deflected at the line and
PLEASE SEE AROUND ON S3
intercepted ~y KSU comerback

('
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Women's soccer looks to turn around a slow start to the
season, to do so they will need to find the back of the net
FAST FACTS

ANDY VASQUEZ
Sports Editor ·

,-,

The UCF women's soccer team continued
its early season struggles last week as it fell to
Florida State on Wednesday, UW Milwaukee
in overtime on Friday and Loyola on Sunday.
All three UCF losses came on its home
field and dropped the Knights' overall record
to 2-5.
The Knights were competitive in all three
games as the defense performed well, only
allowing five total goals, but the offense was
unable to get on the board in any of the
games.
The Knights' latest lost was certainly the
most frustrating of the three as they fell to
Loyola 1-0 on Sunday afternoon.
·
UCF came out firing with 11 shots in the
first half compared to four from Loyola, but
the _Knights couldn't get the ball into the net.
Loyola turned things around on the
Knights in the second half outshooting UCF
11-4, giving both teams 15 shots for the game.
The backbreaking goal came with less
than 10 minutes in the game when Loyola's
Courtney Arikian scored the game's only
goal in the 84th minute. The goal came when
Arikian deflected a cross past UCF goaltender Beth Harless, who was making her
second start of the season.
The Knights offense was led by Jessayln
Withers and Roberta Pelarigo, who each had
three shots.
As they did on Sunday afternoon, the

0

Goalsforwomen's soccer intheir
last three games, which
have all been losses

VOLLEYBALL BEATS WILDCATS, SEE PAGE .B2 '.

Goals for the Knights' opponents in
their last three games, two coming
in th.e final minutes of the game.
Sept.18
Sept.23
Sept.30

REBECCA BARN ITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Forward Roberta ,Pelarigo controls the ball in UCF's loss to UWM
Friday. She is one of three Knights with two goals this season.

Knights looked good on defense throughout
their game on Friday evening. Through regulation the Knights didn't give up a goal, but
PLEASE SEE

.

DEFENSE ON B2

Oct.2
Oct.7
Oct.9

•

Florida
Orlando, Fla.
4p.m.
Florida International
Orlando, Fla.
7p.m.
Southern Miss
Orlando, Fla.
5 p.m.
Florida Atlantic
Boca Raton, Fla.
2 p.m.
. Tulane*
New Orleans, La.
Bp.m.
"UTEP

El Paso, Texas
3 p.m.
*Denotes C-USA debut

.·

REBECCABARNITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Volleyball's captain Katie Kohnen practices last month for at the UCF Arena. The Knights picked
up their second win of the season Friday night versus Bethune Cookman, see 83 for story

Men's soccer set to continue old A-Sun rivalry with Hatters
)

Goaltender
Ryan Mcintosh,
left, and
forward Adham
Rashwan, right,
have both been
key parts to the
Knights' early
success this
season.

Stetson matchup will
be tough as Knights
prepare for C-USA
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

~ I

ANOY VASQUEZ I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTIJRE

Some solid defense and timely
scoring has the UCF men's soccer
team out to a quick 2-0 start in 2005.
But Coach Brent Erwin and his
Golden Knights know that the season
is still young. They also know that
they will have a tough contest against
a former Atlantic Sun foe, the Stetson

cial about local games, because there
Hatters, on Tuesday night.
"For (Stetson), it's a big game is pride. But ... I try not to get caught
because we are in Conference USA up in it too much, because we need to
now," Erwin said. "So, they are play- go prepare and play our best game."
Stetson has lost its first three
ing on behalf of their conference to
say; 'Hey look, we are just as good as . matches this year, but with a couple of
[UCF].' We are going to have to be breaks, that record could have been
'reversed. Each of its losses was by a
very good to wii1 that game."
Historically, Stetson has been single goal and in two of those games,
UCF's most-hated rival. With the two .the Hatters took their opponents to
teams now in different conferences, double overtime.
While Stetson has given up nine
some of the animosity may have eroded, but to Er\Vin, rivalries should not goals in its three defeats, UCF goaldistract his team from the big picture. _keeper Ryan Mcintosh has been a
"The biggest rival for me is the major reason for the Knights' earlyteam we have to play," Erwin said. "I
PiEASE SEE GOALTENDER ON B2
always think there is something spe-

____
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Volleyball sweeps Wildcats for second win
ANDY JACOBSOHN
Staff Writer

The UCF volleyball team
found a win in a familiar place
on Friday, now it hopes it can
turn around its slow start.
The Golden Knights won
their second match of the year,
beating Bethune-Cookman in
three straight games (30-21, 3015, 30-16).
The Knights' second consecutive win improves their
record to 2-4 while the Wildcats' record dropped to 0-7 this
season.
Traditionally the Knights

have had no problem with BCC
as they were undefeated in 12
previous matches versus the
Wildcats, but only one of those
had been at BCC. The change
in scenery did little to hurt the
Knights as they improved their
record to a perfect 14-0 against
the Wildcats.
Junior outside hitter Maina
Heming was big for the Knights
as she mustered up her seconded consecutive double~double
with 12 kills and 16 digs.
The Wildcats' hitting average was .Oil, topped by the
Knights' .318 average.
Contributing to the hitting

average was sophomore out- just down the road at 2 p.m. due
side hitter Lorin Lukas with 10 to the construction at the Wtldkills and sophomore setter Kim cats' Moore Gymnasium.
Clonan with 19 assists,·which
The Kni~lits now only hftve
was a match high. Ranking sec- one game remaining on their
ond with assists- for the match season-opening seven game
was junipr setter Leah Alexan- road trip.
der with 15.
UCF will wrap up the trip
The home squad was led by this Friday night at rival USF.
Ariane Guy, who had ll digs Last year th~ Knights beat USF
and seven assists. None of the 3-1 at the UCF Arena. All time
Wildcats' players finished with . the Knights are 22-40 against
the Bulls, but UCF has won its
more than four kills.
The game; which was origi- last two versus its Tampa rivals.
The Knights open their
nally scheduled to be played on
BCC campus
on
Friday home schedule on Sept. 20
evening, was played at Embry- against Florida Atlantic UniRiddle U:Qiversity's !CI Center versity at 4 p.m.

Goaltender
getsC-USA
honor for
defense
FROM

REBECCA BARNITT/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Midfielder Jen Montgomery, right, makes a pass in Friday's loss to UWM. The Knights are hoping to find the goal more in coming weeks.

Defense has been solid
FROM

Bl

they also couldn't get anything
going on offense.
Despite the loss, the performance by UCF's defense
was encouraging, as its beginning to mesh as a unit.
"Jessica Hallgren played
great," UCF Coach Amanda
Cromwell said. "I think the
whole back line played great.
The shots that Milwaukee had
I did not think were that dangerous. A lot of them went
high or outside. Beth Harless
did well tonight in the goal."
Hallgren, a redshirt sophomore and the Knights' defensive anchor, was solid throughout the game helping to keep
the ball away from the Knights'
g9al. But there was nothing
even Hallgren could do in the
95th minute when UW-Milwaukee scored the game's only
. goal.
. U-WM's Val Cooper got the
scoring play started with a free
1.<lck deep in Milwaukee's
defensive end. Andrea Kramer
of the Panthers got the ball in
UCF's comer and crossed it to
the far post, where Sarah Teegarden was waiting. Teegarden
slid into the box for the shot,
bµt gathered the ball with her
b_ody instead, turned around
and scored from the ground.
. "I can't be upset about the
goal," Cromwell said. "The girl
sl].pped and then scored."

The loss was disappointing was going to be a hard- fought
for the Knights as they put game. Luck,ily we were able to
pressure o:h the Panthers put three in the back of the net
throughout the game but were because it was a pretty even
unable to break through for a game for the most part."
goal.
In a game that was tightly
Harless, making her first played throughout the first
start of the. season for the half, but a brief lapse by the
Knights, was impressive as she Knights in the second . half
ma:de three saves before the proved to be costly.
In the 50th minute UCF
strange game-winner.
UCF forced Panthers fresh- . gave up a goal to the Semiman goalkeeper Erin Kane to nole's India Trotter when she
make seven saves.
took a pass and beat the last
The Knights outshot U- Knights defender taking a low
WM 15-ll, but the Panthers had shot past the keeper.
both of the games' corner
Less than four minutes later
FSU's leading scorer Sel
kicks.
The game was also a physi- Kuralay· knocked in her sevcal contest as there were 36 enth goal of the season and
combined fouls called, 20 of second of the match to give the
Noles' an insurmountable lead.
them on the Knights.
Wednesday afternoon the
Florida State had 18 shots to
Knights took on Florida State . the Knights' seven, while both
University, the No. 12 team in teams had six corner kicks and
four saves. .
the nation.
With Tropical Storm Ophe"Florida State ·is a good
lia spewing showers across the team," Cromwell said. "Our
UCF
Soccer
Complex team is still trying to find itself.
throughout the game, FSU We aren't playing as a unit, we
extinguished any hope the are plaYffig as individuals."
Both Hanna Wilde and
Knights had of winning early
Roberta Pelarigo had two shots
on in the second half.
Two goals in the first 10 for the Golden Knights, while
minutes of the second half Hallgren, Kristin Bilby and
sealed the Knights' fate as they Michelle DeCespedes each
fell 3-0 to the Seminoles.
had a shot for the Knights.
The Knights' next match is
"Last year's loss to UCF on
our Senior Night was definite- on Sunday at 4 p.m. when they
ly in the back of our minds," take on the University of
FSU junior defender Kelly Florida at the UCF Soccer
Rowland said. "We knew this Complex.

STATE & NATION
No.2 Texas 25
No 4. Ohio State 22

scrambling Justin Zwick and
. Brian Robison recovered and
returned it inside the 20.
• COLUMBUS, Ohio
Ohio State held the LongVince Young, best known for
his highlight-reel runs, threw a horns (2-0) out of the end
2:4-yard go-ahead touchdown ~one, but Larry Dibbles sacked
to Limas Sweed with 2:37 left, Troy Smith for a safety and
and No. 2 Texas defeated No. 4 Texas coach Mack Brown had
Ohio State 25-22 Saturday his second straight huge victonight in the much-anticipated ry over a Big Ten team. The
first meeting between two of Longhorns defeated Michigan
college football's n.iost storied in the Rose Bowl, when Young
launched his 2005 Reisman
progi;ams.
Young's floating touch- Trophy campaign with 192
down pass over a defender yards rushing.
Young finished 18-for-29 for
capped a 72-yard drive during
which his biggest plays were 270 yards and ran 20 times for
through the air, including a 76y¥ds..
third-and-six completion of
nine yards to Jamaal Charles. No. 20 Notre Dame 17
His second touchdown pass of No.3Michigan10
ANN ARBOR, Mich.
the game made the score 23-22
Brady Quinn threw two touch-.
and the defense did the rest.
. The Longhorns' 'D,' which down passes in the first half
time and time again tough- and the 20th-ranked Fighting
e'n ed after turnovers and spe- Irish held on to beat No. 3
d.al teams gave Ohio State (1-1) Michigan, making Charlie
good field position, had the Weis the first Notre Dame
1qiggest takeaway of the game coac to win his first two
lWhen Drew Kelson stripped a gam on the road since Knute

Rockne in 1918.
Notre Dame (2-0), which
won at then-No. 23 Pittsburgh
last week, snapped the
Wolverines' 16-game winning
streak at Michigan Stadium
and handed them their first
loss against a nonconference
team at home since 1998. The
Irish - two years removed
from losing 38-0 in Ann Arbor
- also won at Michigan for
the first time since 1993.
Michigan (1-1) squandered
several chances in the fourth
quarter to pull within a touchdown before finally capitalizing on their third opportunity.
On a fourth-and-three, Chad
Henne lofted a 25-yard pass to
Mario Manningham with 3:47
left to make it 17-10.
The Wolverines then
forced Noti;e Dame to punt,
but four incomplete passes
later, the Irish were celebrating on the sideline.
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Rough Weekend?
Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
Disorderly Conduct? Fake ID~
D 'nking?

Drug Possession? Underage rt

.
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YOU HAVE OPTION S...
I CAN HELP

I

I

•

FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando

•

season success. The senior
has given up a lone goal in
two games with 10 saves.
Erwin said that Mcintosh's diving save on a
. ~ penalty kick by CCSU preseason All-American Alex
Harrison was the turning
point that led to a 4-1 Golden Knights' triumph. Mcintosh's 10 saves over the
weekend gave him 297 for
his career, putting him in a
tie for second all-time in
school history.
·
His work also got him
recognized as the Conference USA Defensive Player
Of the Week. And even
though Erwin refers to
Mcintosh as one of the best
goalkeepers to ever play at
UCF, he believes the twotime A-Sun Defensive Player of the Year has room for
improvement.
"I still think we are only
scratching th~ surface on
how good he could be,"
Erwin said. "He works hard
every day. The training for
him is pretty hard, but he is
very good. He is a good
ambassador for the team. He
is a good ambassador for the
university."
Mcintosh
and
the
Knights face off against the
Stetson Hatters at 7 p.m.
Thursday at the UCF Soccer
Complex.
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ATTENTION TENNIS PLAYERS!!
Singles Challenge League
•Meet new people at your
skl11 level
•Exciting ploy & prizes
•Professionally organized

•

Attend 15 home sporting events during the Fall and
Spring Semester for your chance to win a trip for 2,
all expenses paid, to one of these destinations. log
onto www.UCFAthletics.com for more information
and to get schedules for all UCF sports!!!

SIGN UP ONLINE

$30.00 for
eight weeks
http://ucf.challengemastertennis.com

Or call 352-376-8250

,

WHERE -IS TROPICAL FORD?

·=

9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
OR.bANDOI' FL 32837

'
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.
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IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO!

•

REMEMBER!

•

IF YOU SEE
THIS GOOD
LOOKING GUY
YOU COULD SAVE

THOUSANDS!

. a6

CALL USAT(407) 851-3800
~OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT
" WWW.TROPICAUFORD.COM

.)

AROUND CONFERENCE. USA
FROM

Bl .

Rice

ble on the kickoff following
Marshall's opening field goal.
Skinner took Marshall down
the field prior to his second
interception, completing passes
of 20 and 32 yards to set up
what seemed like a sure field
goal attempt for Ian O'Connor,
who had already hit from 44
and 21 yards out.
Marshall's next game is Sept.
24, when it comes to Orlando
for its C-USA opener with UCF.

Tulsa

COURTESY UCF SPORTS INFORMATION

~

Mike Walker, above right, scored a touchdown and had more than 100 yards receiving at US,C.

Players ready for
, rivalry matchup
>
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Oct. 25, 2003~
"Not necessarily doing it
against them. but to do it period." UCF senior receiver Brandon Marsball said. "But [doing it
against them} would be that
much better."
"1bis is the biggest game of
my college career," Marshall
said. 'Tm worked up for it. I'm
working myself into a frenzy
every day and by the time I
come out that tunnel I'm going
to be steaming. It's going to be
fun, the Battle ofI-4:' .
UCF 'q uarterback Steven
Moffett, who celebrates his 21st
birthday ·o n Tuesday, has been
looking forward to this matchup
as well for a number of reasons.
"I'm really excited." Moffett
said. "That's a big rivalry game
for·us. I know a lot of those guys
out there, and I got a lot of
friends that go to South Florida
... We've always wanted to play
each other and now we finally
get that chance to play each
other so it should be really exciting:'
Other players aren't buying
into the idea of a rivalry, but putting the focus into getting a win,
no matter who their opponent is.
"I don't see it as a rivalry
being the first time we've played
them," senior UCF defensive
lineman Glertroy Watkins said.
''But it should be and it's going to
be an exciting game, because I
think we should beat them:'

Jtinior receiver Mike Walker
echoed a similar sentiment.
"We're just trying to win,"
Walker said. ''We need a victory
... We're just working hard and
trying to get a victory. All that
rivalry stuff is for the media aft.d
the fans."
·
"That would be great," UCF
defensive end Paul Carrington
said of beating the Bulls to end
· the streak. "That's what we're
looking for."
But Carrington knows that
the Knights will have to be consistent on defense throughout
the game, something they struggled with in the first half against
South Carolina.
- ''I think the first two plays we
gave up w:ere just stupid, little
mistakes," Carrington said. "Like
not calling the blitz to the right
side and not playing the proper
coverage or not getting pressure
on the quarterback. Just stupid
little things, and against Steve
Spurrier you can't really do
that."

According to Carrington, if
the Knights play the entire game
against USF the way they played
the second half against South
Carolina. then anything is possible.
"That's the main thing we did
well against South Carolina [in
the second half],'' Carrington
said. ''We got some pressure on
him and got three sacks. I think
if we go in against USF and play
the same I think there's no question that we can get the W"

For a brief moment in the
fourth quarter, it looked like the
Golden Hurricane would roll
through Norman to hand Oklahoma its second loss in two
weeks.
Adrian Peterson had other
ideas.
The Soo:q.ers did not attempt
a pass for the entire second half,
opting to hand the ball to Peterson 19 times, and last season's
Reisman Trophy nuiner-up
responded with 183 yards in the
half to lead Oklahoma to a 31-15
victory.
Peterson finished with 32
carries for 222 yards and 3
touchdowns in support of
struggling freshman quarterback Rhett Bomar.
Bomar finished 5-13 with 41
yards and two interceptions,
both of which resulted in Tulsa
field goals.
With 9:10 remaining in the'
game, Tulsa cut the Sooner lead
to 17-15 on a quarterback sneak
by Paul Smith, but failed to convert the two point try as Smith
misfired on a pass to Richard
McQuillar.
Peterson put the game away
six minutes later, breaking three
tackles on a fourth-and-1 play
and high stepping his way into
the end zone for a 41-yard score.
Tulsa falls to 0-2, traveling to
North Texas Saturday before
heading home to open the CUSA slate against Memphis on
.Sept. 24.

Southern Mississippi
The Golden Eagles looked to
make their last scheduled trip to
Tuscaloosa a memorable one,
. but the Alabama offense was
too much for Southern Mississippi in a 30-21 Crimson Tide
victory.
Tide quarterback Brodie
Croyle threw for 330 yru::ds and
twotouchdowns,whilerunning
back Tim Castille added two
short scores.
·
·
USM scored 21 unanswered
points in the first half to take a
21-10 lead, with quarterback
Dustin Almond throwing two
touchdowns to wide receiver
Anthony Perine.
Castille's two touchdowns in
. the second half stemmed the

JERRY LAIZURE /ASSOCIATED PRESS

Tulsa defensive'back Nick Graham returns ari interception past Oklahoma wide receiver Travis
Wilson (4) who watches during Oklahoma's 31-15 victory over the Golden Hurricane Saturday.

Golden Eagle tide and completed the scoring, as Almond was
intercepted late in the fourth
quarter and .Darren Mccaleb
missed a 45-yard field goal
This was the 14th straight
season in which Alabama and
Southern Miss played, but as of
right now, the game is not
scheduled for future seasons.
· The USM football program
had spent the last two weeks in
Memphis, 300 miles north of its
home in Hattiesburg. It will
head back home to host Divi- ·
sion I-AA McNeese State before
beginning its C-USA schedule
on the road against Houston.

Houston
The Cougars turned the ball
over three times, but 499 yards
of total offense were enough to
overcome Division.I-AA Sam
Houston State 31-10 at Robertson Stadium in Houston.
Qy.arterback Kevin Kolb was
19 of 31 with 208 yards and two
touchdowns, adding 56 yards
rushing on 11 carries.
The Cougars rushed for 293
yards as a team. with fifth-year
senior running back Ryan·
Gilbert leading the way with 127
yards on 17 carries and two
scores, his first career 100-yard
rushing game.
While the Cougars were able
to come out on top without
much struggle, there were some
disturbing trends that carried
over from their loss to Oregon
last week.
Houston committed 12
penalties for 105 yards against
Oregon, but failed to improve
much against weaker competition, committing eight penalties
for 74 yards.
They also allowed Sam
Houston St. to average better

than 5 yards per rushing
attempt, adding to Oregon's 206
yards gained on the ground last
week.
Houston will go to El Paso,
Texas, on Friday night for a
nationally televised showdown
·with C-USA West Division rival
UTEP. ESPN2 will have the
game, whichbegins at 8 p.m

Alabama-Birmingham (UAB)

UCLA outgained the Rice
offense by 323 yards as UCLA
quarterback Drew Olson passed
for 296 yards and three touchdowns en route to a 63-21 Bruin
romp.
The Owls lost their seventh
straight game dating back to last
season, their inept defense the
story again. This was the fourth
time in the last nine games in
which the Owl opponent scored
more than 50 points.
UCLA running back Maurice Drew, a sleeper for the
Reisman Trophy, compiled 168
total yards on 15 touches, including two pass receptions and two
punt returns.
Olson and Drew led the
Bruin offense to touchdowns on
its first seven possessions, creating a 49-14 lead by halftime.
The running game was the
lone bright spot for Ric:e, g:;Uning 192 yards on 49 carries. It
, cotild not offset a horrendous
passing performance from Joel
Armstrong and Chase Clement,
' who combined for just 63 yards.
It gets significantly tougher
· for Rice next week as they travel to Austin to face the No. 2
team in the country, Texas. The
Longhorns are fresh . off
arguably their biggest regular
season win in school history,
beating No. 4 Ohio State 25-22 in
Columbus on Saturday.
·

Southern Methodist University

The Blazers did not let their
TCU traveled to Dallas to
near upset of Tennessee last . take on SMU just one week
week dampen their expecta- removed from its shocking
tions, traveling across the state upset of Oklahoma in Norman.
to Troy to defeat the Trojans 27- . SMU, on the other hand, had
7.
been defeated by perennial
UAB's defense was once Oklahoma doormat Baylor last
again the story. After ·c reating a week.
quarterback
. controversy
That's why they do not play
between Rick Clausen and Erik · the games on paper, as No.·22
Ainge in Tennessee last week- TCU was stunned by the Mus. end, the Blazers intercepted tangs, 21-10, to give SMU the
Troy quarterback Carl Mead- prized "Iron Skillet" awarded to
ows four times, adding four the winner of this 90-year-old
sacks.
rivalry.
Junior linebacker Orlandus
Mustang running back
King was the star for the Blaz- DeMyron Martin scored all
ers, recorprng seven tackles, an three SMU touchdowns, two
· interception and a sack. 2004 rushing and one receiving from ·
All C-USA defensive end Larry quarterback Jerad Romo, en
Mcswain added an interception route to a 148-total-yard night.
and sack to go with his three Those scores were the first for '
tackles.
the redshirt freshman, who ,
UAB quarterback Darrell turned down a scholarship offer _
Hackney continued his out- fromTCU.
standing play, throwing for 296
The Mustang defense · was
yards and two touchdowns. tremendous, intercepting TCU ' .
Corey White and Trey Chaney quarterback Tye Gunn three ·
added 96 and 77 yards rushing, · times, twice in the fourth quarrespectively.
ter. Gunn passed for just 134
The UAB victory ended a 10- yards. ·
game home winning streak for
SMU will face another inTroy, holding the Trojans to just state opponent in Texas A&M ·
190 yards of total offense.
on Saturday. The game will be
The Blazers will complete. televised nationally by Fox.
the non-conference portion of Sports Net at 12:30 p.m.
their schedule at home on Saturday against I-AA Jacksonville
- CHRIS HOYLER
State.
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, Saturday, Sept. 17, 2005
Be part of history for only $25. The UCF Alumni
Association will drive you to Raymond James
Stadium in Tampa, rent movies for the bus trip,
host trivia games and. pass out giveaways, feed
you at the alumni pfegame event and g_
e t you into
the game of the season!
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Seating is limited! Call NOW to reserve your seat.
Buses will depart UCF@ 1:30 p.m.
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Join UCF Gold Team

Juml>o Vltn9s
Pick your Flavor from the Flavor Zone
5 (One Flavor, 1 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • 3.99
10 · (One Flavor, 1 Ran~h) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6.49
15 (One Flavor, 1 Ranch) •••••• ,. ••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • U9
20 (One or Two Flavors, 1 Ranch) •••••••••••••••••••••• 11.99 ·
30 (One or Two Flavors, 2 Ranch) ................. : • ••• 17.99
50 (Up IQ Three Flavors. 3 Ranch) • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • 27.99
75 .(Up to Three Flavors. 4 Ranch) ••••••••••••••• • ••••• ·• 37.99
100 (Up to Four Flavors, 5 Ranch) •••••••••• , •·•••• , •••••• 47.99
Add Celery ••••••••••••• ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .49
Exira Bleu Cheese or Ranch • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .69
Add fries to any Wing order • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 1.99

Ru.f.'Palo Win9 Il<1skcrl:

.

,

10 Wings_, Ranch and Wedge fries ••••••••••• • •••• , ••••••••• 7.79

Do you love athletics? Are you interested in joining one of the most prestigious
groups on campus? Are you looking for a way to network and meet people
with similar interests? Interview for an opportunity to join a student organization that assists the UCF Athletic department in the recruiting process of the
nation's top student-athletes.
·
Come be a part of the fastest growing athletic program in the nation! Gain
knowledge and experience in Public Relations, Teamwork, Communications,
and of cou·rse Athletics!
·
Applications: Available at the Wayne Den sch Sports Complex from 8am-5pm
Monday-Friday. Must be turned in by Wednesday September 14th by 5:00pm.

Fresh ~<1l<1ds-

.•

,

Pick your Quan11ty, Pick your Flavor • Dipped or On 1he Side
3 (One flavor) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3.99
5 (One Flavor) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6.29
10 (One Flavor) •• , • • • • • . • • • • • • 11.99
20 (Up to Two Flavors) , ••••••••• , 21.99
50 (Up to Three Flavors • • • • • • • • • • 47.99

Cliick~n J:'in9er R.:tske'{;
6 fln91rs & Wedge Frles •••••••••••••••.• • •••• • ••• , •••• 7.49

Interviews: September 15th and September 16th. You can sign up for an
interview at the Wayne Densch Sports Complex's Main Office.
·
Questions: Feel free to call 407-823-5506

GO KNIGHTS!

Tlvf.f~Jo SliNtn}> (I)

10 Shrimp (One Flavor) •••••••••••••• 5.99
20 Shrimp (One or Two Flavors) • • • • • • • • 8.99
1OShrlmp and Wedge Fries • • .. • • • • • • 7.49

I
.I
I

20 .,

. served with Wedge Fries•
"substitulions available1or;m addltlonal cnarge
Pick your Sandwich
•
Grilled Chicken Breast
Fried Chicken Breast
Chicken Finger Sandwich
1/2 Pound Burger
Pick your Flavor
Plain .QB any one ol our 25 flavors
Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $:99

$7 29.

$6.99

Pick your Salad
'
Grilled Chicken Breast, Fried Chicken Breast .QB flutralo Shrimp
Pick your Flavor
Plain .QB any one of our 25 flavors
Pick your Dressing
·
Bloe Cheese, Ranch, Honey Mustard, Lite Italian

Cl1icl:en fin9el"$

Ctieken Sctndwtelie!:,
Ctiel:en f:in9er S°<ftnlwieA
& t/-z Povnd llur9el"'!it

&

REGULAR

Sides
Wetlge Fries ••••••••••••••••• Regular
•••• , • , ••• • •••••••• , ••••••Jumbo
Cheese Fries ••••••••••••••••• Regular
Beer Battered. Onion Rings ••••••••••••••••••••••••Regular

1.99
2.99
2.99
4.49
2.49

•••• , •••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••Jumbo

4.49

•••••••• , ................. Jumbo

MODarella Sticks (5) • , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4.49
Fried Mushrooms ••• , ••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4.49
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • .99 .
Garden Salad ..•••••• • .•••••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 4.49
Side Salad •.••••••••••...••••••••••••••••••• ·. • • • • • • 2.49

ICid'2: Menu
S Wings & Wedge Fries ••••••• , •••••• • ••••••• -: • • • • • • • • • 5.49
3 Chicken Fingers & Wedge Fries • • • • ••••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • 5.49

So:h Dvin~s
12 oz. cans • .• . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . .

I

WINGS

·
.99

2·Uler ..••.•••.• , ••.•.••...•.•.•.•••. '2.49

~ssel"f:.
Brownies • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.49
Cheesecake ••••••••••••••••••••••••• , • 2.49

FRIES
tJ"4.

s1gee
CHOOSE
ANYFlAVOR
Not Valid with any other offers.
With Coupon. Expires 10-31-05.

FU1

t
I
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STATE & NATION
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"Remove Unwan ed Ha·r

83

Are you tired of constant shaving, waxing, tweezing or bleaching those unwanted hairs? Well,
finally there is a quick and easy solution for putting an end to that unsightly hair growth.
Discover the facts about t he lat est advances in medically supervised laser hair removal and learn
what razor manufacturers and cosmetic companies don't want you to know when it comes to
hair removal in a special report entit led, "Laser Hair Removal: How To Quickly and Easily Remove
Unwanted Hair". For your free copy call to/I-free 1-800-903-1879 for a 24 hr. recorded message
and enter ID# 2208 or go to www.LookGoodWithoutSurgery.info

No.5LSU35
No. 15 Arizona State 31
TEMPE,Ariz.-LSU came a
long way to start its season, and
JaMarcus Russell made the trip
worthwhile.
Russell passed 39 yards to
Early Doucet for a climactic
touchdown that handed the No.
5 Tigers a victory over No. 15
Arizona State, giving Coach Les
Miles a victory in his LSU
debut.
Doucet went high to pull
down Russell's pass on the left
side ofthe end zone and got one
foot in at landing. It was the
Tigers' fourth touchdown in a
furious fourth quarter that
began with them trailing 17-7.
The Tigers' defense still had
to stop the Sun Devils (1-1) one
last time after Sam Keller threw
passes of 27 and 25 yards to start
a final drive. LSU accomplished
that at its own 28, as Keller
threw four straight incompletions. LaRon Landry got
between the ball and ASU's
Derek Hagan on third down,
and Ronnie Prude went to the
ground with Terry Richardson
after a low pass on fourth with
31 seconds to go.
Joseph Addai ran for 109
yards and two touchdowns on
16 carries, but special teams led
the Tigers' comeback from a 177 deficit in the fourth quarter.

No. 7Virginia Tech 45
DukeO
DURHAM, N.C. - Marcus
Vick threw three touchdown
passes and No. 7 Virginia Tech
turned in a dominating defensive performance, holcttng Duke
to 35 total yards. .
Roland Minor returned an
interception for a touchdown
for tj:i.e1fokies (2-0, 2-0 Atlantic
Coast
Conference),
who
remained unbeaten on the road
in the league since joining last
season.
Virginia Tech's defe:1;1ders
spent plenty of time in the Duke
backfield, tallying 10 tackles-forloss and holding Duke to just 13
yards rushing on 35 attempts.
Vick, coming off a mistakefree performance in his first collegiate start, looked sharp
against the Blue Devils (0-2, 0-1).
He completed 12 ofl9 passes for
172 yards though his
receivers dropped three easy
throws in the first half - with
one interception.

Iowa St.23, No.8 Iowa 3
AMES, Iowa - LaMarcus
Hicks returned an interception
28 yards for a touchdown and
Iowa State capitalized on
.turnovers for all its points to
stun No. 8 Iowa
Iowa State (2-0) came up
with an inspired effort on
defense a week after struggling
. in a 32-21 victory ov~r Division
:I-AA Illinois State, recovering
three fumbles, intercepting two
·passes and getting three sacks.
Iowa (1-1) scored with ease in
-a 56-0 rout of Ball State in its
opener, but the Hawkeyes were

.
'

,. .
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Texas'Vince Young looks for an open receiver during the fourth quarter of the Longhorns
25-22 win over Ohio State, Saturday evening in Columbus, Ohio. Texas is now 2-0.

so inept offensively in this one
that they never got closer to the
end zone than the Iowa State 26.
The Hawkeyes got 140 yards
rushing on 18 carries from
Albert Young but had little else
going. Their lone score was a
44-yard field goal by Kyle
Schlicher in the third quarter.
Even worse, Iowa lost quarterback Drew Tate with an
apparent concussion midway
through the second quarter. .

South Carolina 15
No. 9 Georgia 17
ATHENS, Ga. - Thomas
Brown scored on a 5-yard run
with 11 minutes to go, South Carolina failed to convert a twopoint conversion and No. 9
Georgia held on to beat Steve
Spurrier and the Gamecocks.
The Bulldogs (2-0, 1-0 Southeastern Conference) were no
match for Spurrier when the 01'
Ball Coach was at Florida, losing
11 times in 12 years. The most
embarrassing defeat came in
1995, when the Gators routed
Georgia 52-17 at Sanford Stadium.

Clinging to a 10-9 lead, Georgia finally wore down the
Gamecocks (1-1, 0-1) with its
running game. Qµarterback D.J.
Shockley scampered 14 yards,
Danny Ware broke off a 16-yard
gain and Thomas Brown did the
rest. The sophomore carried
five times for 33 yards on the
drive, capped by his touchdown
with 11:24 left.
Brown finished with 144
yards on 20 carries, leading
Georgia's 238-yard effort on the
ground.
South Carolina's Blake
Mitchell found Sidney Rice on a
4-yard touchdown play with
6:52 remaining. .
A missed extra point earlier
in the game was crucial, forcing
the Gamecocks to go for two.
Mitchell overthrew Rice, preserving Georgia's narrow lead.
South Carolina got the ball
once more with just over a
minute to go, but went four-

and-out deep in Georgia's territory.

Louisiana Tech 3
No.10 Florida 41
GAINESVIll..E - Deshawn
Wynn ran 16 times for a careerhigh 101 yards and scored three
touchdowns, helping the lOthranked Gators beat Louisiana
Tech.
With the victory, Florida
coach Urban Meyer accomplished something that his predecessor, Ron Zook, never did:
start 2-0. Zook was 1-1 in each of
his three seasons. Of course,
Zook's losses came against
Miami twice and Tennessee.
Chris Leak threw just eight
passes in the first half, but connected with Chad Jackson on an
80-yard score in the third quarter. Leak also ran for two second-half scores.
Matt Kubik was 4-of-18 passing for 56 yards with two interceptions for Louisiana Tech (01). Donald Allen was 7-of-14 for
61 yards with one interception.
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TheOtadel 10
No. 11 Florida State 62
TALLAHASSEE - Drew
Weatherford bounced back
after struggling in his first collegiate start to throw for 342 yards
and two touchdowns as No. 11
Florida State scored 45 straight
points on the way to beating
Division I-AA The Citadel
Weatherford completed 26
of 37 passes, a vast improvement from Monday's 7-of-24
showing for just 67 yards in a 107 win over Miami on Monday.
His backup, Xavier Lee, was
yanked after a first-half interception, but passed for 143 yards
and a touchdown for the Seminoles (2-0), who finished with
629 total yards.
The outmanned Citadel (1-1)
was dominated by Florida
State's defense, managing just 91
yards total offense and five first
downs.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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12000 Colleuiale wav

11651 Universitv Boulevard

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
•Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Doily
• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Coble with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p
• Doily Housekeeping Service

• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

(

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• Limited Maid Service
• Pet Friendly
• High Speed Internet Acrnss

All 3 locations within 1/2 mile from UCF
located on University Blvd!

"Your Marriott Awaits"
I

"'·

Monday- Friday ANYTIME/
FOR YOU MATH MAJORS THAT'S JUST
OVER 17 BUCKS AFTER 2:00pm
Offer Expires 9/30/2005
<.

Call the Pro Shop for tee times

407-384-6888
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he Sept. 11 terror attacks,
like all great tragedies,
spawned many songs.
, Some were sad and reflective,
. some were ah.gry and xenopho·' ' hie ·and some were just as con, fused and hurt as most of us.
Some brought tears to our
eyes and some caused many of
.:\
us to roll our eyes and quickly
change the station. One country
song in the second category,
) brought to us by Darryl Worley,
extorted us to fight, calling .
"Have you forgotten how it felt
' that day?"
l
The answer, Mr. Worley, is
no.
America has not forgotten
and UCF students have not for-> gotten.
Sept. 11, 2001, was a Tuesday.
Many UCF students were in
· ! , class, many still in high school
Some working, visiting friends
' and family, or sleeping. ·
In other words, the same
J • things average people do on any
average Tuesday. This Tuesday
was different however; this was
~
the Tuesday the nation's youth .
would learn how to grieve.
,
And grieve we did. We
grieved for the dead, their fami;I' : lies and our own lost innocence.
We grieved fqr the ill_usion of
absolute safety we had sheltered
under for so long.

Sept. 11 didn't just change oilr
foreign policy or our methods of
gathering intelligence, it
changed the way we see the
world and the way the world
sees us.
For many UCF students, just
in their early 20s, it was a wakeup call; the tragedy that defined
a generation. Our parents tell us
where they were during Presi:
dent Kennedy's assassination.
Our grandparents still speak of
the shock of Pearl Harbor. And
now we are destined.to relay our _
own stories to our children.
In the wake of Sept. 11 many
further defined thefr political
stances. Those of the left dug in
and those on the right armed
themselves as we declared war
on Afghanistan, Iraq and, worst
of all, each other.
In today's America there is
little room for compromise.
We've become an·uncompromising people qnd that may be .the
least noticed tragedy in a host of
tragedies.
So, let's·put the politics away
for a while. For a moment,
ignore all the orchestrated Sept.
11 memorials across the country
and the pundits everywhere
telling you how to feel. Let us all
take a moment to mourn the
dead, and appreciate the living,
in our own way. ·

For some, the loss was personal - a friend, a lover, a family member you may have only
met twice but cared for all the
same. For the majority of us the
loss was abstract - we grieved
for thousands we never knew
but shared a c.o mmon bond
with. We mourned for a way of
life, for innocence, for naivete.
People grieve in different
ways. The ~aithful flooded
churches, temples, synagogues
and mosques to pray for the
dead and for the future. Some
lost their faith, questioning a
God tJiat let such things happen
to decent and innocent people.
Many clung to their friends,
families and even their jobs.
In one Florida high school a
band director told his students
to take out their instruments. It
was Tue~day, it was band class
and his class of juniors and seniors-would play for the dead.
They played every song they
knew, and amateur though it
was, they were moved. It was a
form of mourning and it was sincere. But that's j1,lst one story.
All Americans have a story. It
is a story of mourning, of heartbreak and of hope. It is a story
that has become so much a part
of our lives that we couldn't forget for a moment, even if we
wanted to.
'
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.:Generation entitled
·~ to better parenting
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t is a rite of passage for
every generation to acquire
,
a label. From the "greasers"
• to the "mods," up through the
_"hippies" and the "punks" and to
the more modem ·~Generation
X" and "Generation Y," society
always feels the need to lump
every group of young adults into
..>1 • a blanket classification. ·
The good news, if you can
call it that, is that the cycle has
come around again, and you, the
<f
generation of students that com- ·
· promises most of the UCF student body, have demonstrated
:j ~ · enough of a discernable trend to.
merit labeling.
The bad news? It may be the
most derogatory and incendiary·
• label so far.
Ladies and gentleman, you
are the "Entitlement Genera, tion," the first group of young
:>'
people to be classifj.ed by a specific characteristic, and an
· undoubtedly negative one at
.. that.
.
iA recent artide in the Associated Press recounted a job interview featuring a 24-year-old
"' Chicagoan with this: "So, we call
you guys the 'Entitlement Geri- eration,"'.the baby boomer exec• utive said, expressing an oft., heard view of today's young
work force. ''You think you're
entitled to everything."
You are being accused ofhav'J
ing high expectations for salary,
benefits arid other privileges
generally associated with seniority, but demonstrating little willingness to pay your dues and put
in the proper service time with
the company.

..
....
.. .......
........
...

The very idea of attaching an
all-encompassing label to the
millions of diverse members of
an age group (in this case, 11-26)
is absurd. However, these titles
don't materialize out of thin air, .
and an observational eye toward
daily life will show that there is
more than a grain of truth in this
case.
Many young people today are
warped by their lives of privilege
and fortunate circumstance.. The
quality of life in the past 20 years has become so lavish that the
ideas of hard workand sacrifice
have been eroded for many.
What's truly frightening is
that it's not that this generation
is necessarily more elitist or
unwilling to work than past generations, it's that the opportunities and situations reqtiiring
effort and struggle haven't been·
there. For that, the parents are to
blame.
Experts and casual observers
are always choosing sides
regarding personality development. Is it the parents' fault for
·not raising their child correctly,
or does the child itselfhave to
sh9ulder the responsibility?
In this case, the parents are
clearly at fault. There is no entitlement gene. This sense of entitlement that me older generation laments stems from the .
overprotective nature of many
parents today; some of which
surely are the same ones complaining about dealing with this
attitude in public and in the
workplace.
You hear about it every day.
At school awards assemblies,

every child is given an award so
that no one feels bad.
Teachers spend countless
time after-hours fighting off
crazed moms and dads who
can't comprehend how their
child could be anything less than
perfect.
And don't you dare take my
kid out of the game, coach; I pay
money for him to be in this
league, so he will play.
A couple months ago, parents
in Ohio moved to have a little
league baseball team banned
from the league because they
were "too good," and they were
making some kids feel inferior.
This same team had been beaten
badly the previous season and
had vowed to work extra hard to
be better next year.
What was the players' reward
for all of the hard work they put
in? Well, success on the baseball
field ... until the local parents
decided they didn't want to subje~ their own children to, gasp,
losing.
These parents are trying to
make life better for their children, but their efforts couldn't be
more misguided. Failure and set- .
-backs are a part of the real
world; you're not doing them a
favor by sheltering them from
these experiences.
Business owners and company executives don't care about
how special your little apple
dumpling is, and you can be sure·
that your child will not be treat•
ed special, regardless of how
wonderful you (and subsequently they) are convinced that they
are.
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The UCF Marching Knights celebrate their 25th anniversary this Fall season.

READER VIEWS
be absolutely correct. A rational person
would recognize that this is absolutely
impossible.
_
Every good lie has agrain of truth to
wrap itself around; however it barely touches the more pertinent issues.
I understand that it is easier to select the
half-truths than to support your position,
but it is no longer productive.
!Jetty bickering al).d uncompromising
positions are what caused this horrific
series of events in the first place. Do you
really believe that the same actions can
result in progress?
I am certain that these last few weeks are
an example of something ... maybe a consensus will form and we can determine ·
what it is.

Stop pointing fingers about
Katrina devastation

After watching my family, friends and coworkers discuss the Hurricane Katrina slow
relief reaction ad nauseum for the last
week-and-a-half, I feel it is time to vent
these frustrations. We have accompli~hed
nothing, because no one is willing to admit
their own mistakes and shift their focus to
the remedies.
Our country is content to ridicule one
another while people die due to inaction.
This is no more apparent than in the .
recent comments produced by Rush'Limbaugh and Kanye West. Now some of my
friends believe that Rush is a pompous
windbag, and some say Kanye is a pre~en
tious, opportunist hack. Brothers and sis- BRENDEN CONRAD
ters, can we not find some common ground
here?
Shall we just agree that both of these
men are pompous, pretentious, opportunist
windbag hacks following their own agenda
I can not believe that some people are
at the expense of the suffering? Why do we
trying to use the disruption of the oil indusform opinions based on the observations of
try in the Gulf region as a reason to build
others? Is America frightened that its real
more·oil refineries and to drill off the coast
views may not fall within the ideologies of
of Florida.
celebrities or network television?
This will only increase our dependence ·
I am absolutely sick of this partisan finon non-renewable, polluting energy source~.
ger pointing. Everyone is accountable. The
That is how we got into this mess in the
Citizens who refused to evacuate point the
first plc:1.ce.
finger at the mayor and governor; they in ·
I know that nobody likes paying $3 for a ·
turn lay blame on the poor planning of
gallon of gas, but it is folly to assume that
FEMA; and then who is left to blame but
increasing our dependence on fossil fuels
our president and Congress?
will solve our energy problems. Doing the.
It's time to share the responsibility and
. same thing over and over again and expectall must be implicated - residents, local
ing different r.e sults is the very definition of
government and the federal powers alike. If insanity. ·
·
I hear anyone else place blame upon a sinWe need to focus on conservation~ get
gular person or demographic, I swear will
us through this crisis in the short rup and
vomit blood. Could we please transcend this on renewable, non-polluting alternative
·.
political pissing match?
energy sources to solve our energy needs iri '.
The greatest problem I see is that many.
the long run.
of these assertions contain valid arguments,
- ANGELO VILLAGOMEZ'
but their central flaw is that they assume to

Building more refineries not
the answer to gas shortages

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit themonline at www.UCFnews.com or fax themto407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-823-6397 (UCF-NEWS).
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'Where Will you be for the
UCF/USF game?'
j

•

JUSTIN SAVICH

DANNY RODRIGUEZ

PAUL MCKENICA

Marketing

Physical therapy

Organizational communication

"Going back to my hometown of
Tampa to watch the Knights kick some
ass/'

...
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"Trying to get some ticketsand then
watching UCFwin."

"Riding the Sig Ep bus to Tampa and
watching thegame live."
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Five days left until UCF ·
butchers a few moo cows
I have a confession to
make and I don't think it's
going to make many peo,Ple
happy.
I own a USF shirt.
Once you've recovered
from the horrifying shock
please resume reading.
My fraternity held its
annual alumni golf toµrnament Saturday and afterward
some of the old farts thought
it would be funny to give me
a special prize in recognition
of the hard work I do.
They gave me a freaking
USF shirt. And it's not just
any USF shirt, it's quite possibly the ugliest shirt of any
kind.
I have another confession:
I wore the shirt as I wrote this
column. In the fieriest pits of
hell, never would I ever do
so;rriething so horrible ·as to
wear a USF shirt.
I'd rather staple my eyelid
to Tony Stewart's No. 20 than
ever clothe myself with the
attire of a university that was
created by the devil himself.
I know three things in life:
I'd look stupid with a mustache, losing a lot of weight
means you have to buy new
clothes and USF is the
nation's top university for
people seeking degrees in
evil.
The first-ever matchup
between UCF and USF on the
football field is still five days
away, but the reason I'm .
throwing gasoline on the fire
now is because I've been
issued a challenge.
/ The news editor of USF's
The Oracle - who was once
my assistant sports editor at
the Future ....,... sent me an email to ask if I wanted to
make a friendly wager at the
debut of college football's
newest rivalry.
There were no details to
the bet, just a simple inquiry
as to whether or not I was
mterested. I've sent no e-mail
;b ack as of yet, mainly because
rm convinced I'll get a horrible computer virus just from
'e-mailing someone who
:attends USF. Pure evil, I tell
you.
· : So this is my answer to the
:news editor at the Bore-acle:
:You bet your Bulls butt I'll
'.t ake that bet. You name the
~erms and the wager and I'm
-down.
This is the reason why I'm
'.w earing this horrendous shirt
:with its ugly little logos of.
:Lucifer's university. It's
·reverse mojonation. Normally,
'.I '.ll wear a UCF shirt every
:day leading up to a huge game
;and the Knights will lose. I've
;done this a lot obviously.
• · This time around I figured
'.I have nothing to lose by
:wearing the USF shirt. I'm
:wearing this eye torture every
·day this week, on campus and

MOUTHING OFF
ASHLEY BURNS
Managing Editor

off, and it's my way of helping
UCF Win. The only thing I'm'
nervous about is getting off
campus with all of iny bones
in tact. Hell, I want to kick my
own butt for wearing this
shirt as it is.
But that's my reasoning
and that's why I'm accepting
this bet. It's a gutsy move on
my part and but I'm confident
that the losing streak won't go
to 17 straight. Plus I'm a man's
man and we make bets and
live with stupid consequences
if we happen to lose.
I'll shave a USF logo into
my hair - although there
isn't much up there - or I'll
wear this god-awful shirt for
an entire month. I'll take just
.about any wager for this bet.
I'll let those moo cow monkeys slaJ? a photo of me on
their front page wearing USF
garb from head to toe.
Why would I do this to
myself? Because I'm not worried. I believe in the talent of
my team and I believe players
like Steven Moffett and
Cedric Gagne-Marcoux when
they tell me that there is no
win they want more than the
game they're playing this Saturday.
If they're hungry, I am confident that they'll succeed.
Besides, what does USF
have that's supposed to scare
me? Andre Hall? The big, bad
Bulls running back had quite
the game against Florida
A&M 'Saturday -J56 yards
and three touchdowns is very
impressive.
Too bad I could probably
throw my ADPi flag football
team on the field against
FAMU and they'd do the
same thing. Playing FAMU .after the program was hit
with eleventy billion violations - is like playing football against a team of retirement home all-stars. Be proud
of that win, Bulls.
·
I'll admit right away,
though, that I really don't
have any room to talk. I probably shouldn't be writing this
column in the first place
because USF has something
we don't: a win in the past
year.
Teams that don't win
shouldn't produce newspaper
writers who talk smack. We
might not have·won in our
past 16 games, but I'll talk

more trash than Allen Iverson.
The reason I'm so confident is because I saw something in our team this past
Saturday, even though the ·
Knights had a bye week and
didn't play.
South Carolina's edge-ofthe-seat performance against
Georgia showed me that out
team is much better than any
of us think. The Gamecocks
have a monster secondary
and they shut D.J. Shockley niy preseason favorite for the
Heisman trophy - down and
kept Georgia's offense honest
the entire garne.
The Cocks didn't shut
Moffett down. USF doesn't
have the defense USC has.
I also saw the Cocks' running backs combine for 78
yards tushing against an
amazing Bulldog defense.
USC ran for 38 yards against
tJCF. I welcome Mr. Hall to
step up against our defensive
line, because I'm pretty [·ure
that Paul Carrington and
Chris Welch won't be as hospitable as I am right now.
I don't expect Saturday's
game to be pretty. It'll be anything but pretty. I expect it to
be painful for the loser and a
huge bragging right for the
victor.
This game affects recruiting, fanfare, statewide respect
and the overall attention
either school will receive. For
UCF, I'm convinced that this
game is going to determine
the season.
If the Knights win, I think
they'll finish 8-3. They need
this one win to jumpstart the
motivation and get the black
and gold juju running again. A
win Saturday should result in
UCF steamrolling Marshall at
home and then rattling off six
more wins.
My only concerns left on
the schedule at that point
would be UAB and Southern
Mississippi. Memphis had me
concerned before the season
began, but the starting quarterback is done for the sea- .
son, so let's see that onedimensional flop try anything
against us.
· If UCF loses to USF, not
only will my pride be crushed
and ego deflated like an
innertube after an hour in the
pool with Starr Jones, but the
embarrassment will drop the
Knights into a much bigger
slump. I guarantee that my
estimations are not far off. I
can't guarantee that UCF will
win.
Bu,t I can guarantee that if
our boys really are that hungry, they're going to feast on
some raw Bull this weekend.

The University of Central Florida
Announces A Public Forum:
Spo nsored b y UCP's Global Perspectives Office, th e Lou Frey Institute o f P o litics and Government at UCF,
lJCl"s Political Science D epartment, the Florida Eastern Euro pe. L inkage Institute, UCF's Office of
International St udies, The Bu.meet H o.no.r s College at UCF, UCF's Middle Eastern Studies P rogram ,
. UCF's Histor y D epartment and th e Clo b al Connection s F o un d ation.

''Russia in the 21st Century''

·V ladimir
.Zhirinov,s ky
Deputy Chairman of the
Russian Duma, and Senior
Advisor to President Vl~dimir
Putin on Middle Eastern and
energy issues.

Monday, September 19, 2005
3:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Date:

University of

Central
Florida

Location: .Pegasus Ballroom, Sectio.n s D-1
UCF Student Union
This forum is free and open to tlte, public.

· For more infonnation, please contact the Global Perspectives Office
407-823-0935 or g lobal@ mail.ucf.edu
1 •

www.ucfglobalpe rspectives .org

~)

FRIDAY~

October 7, 2005
1:00 - 6:00 P.M.
HYATT REGENCY MIAMI

•
Open ·10 the Public & Free of Charge
_Meet admissions representatives and get
materials from over 100 law schools from ·
around the country. Learn about the programs, admissions criteria, and the application process at each school.

Panel Discussions
Admissions & Financial Aid Panel:
1 :00 - 2:00 p.m. & 3:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Law Students' Advice Panel:2:15 - 3:15 p.m~

TO REGISTER AND OBTAIN FURTHER DETAILS:
Onlin e : www J aw.miami .edu./mlf
E-mai I: adm issions@law.miami.edu

Telephone: 305-284-6746
Ashley Burns can be reached at
editor@UCFnews.com
Hosted by y~ur South Florido low schools at St. Thomas University, Nova Southeastern University, Florido International
University, and the University of Miami, in conjunction with a grant from the Low School Admission Council.

Health Center and Pharmacy
Hours of Operation During Move

Monday thru Friday -

samto5pm

• <t'
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There wUl be, no routine pre-booked appointments.
we will return to normal hours on Saturday, September 241h in
the New Health Center. Thank you for your patience.
~!
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CLASSIFICATIONS
050 Legals
100 Help Wanted: General
125 Help Wanted: Part-Time
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent Homes
225 For Rent Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Safe: General
325 For Safe: Automotive

350 For Sale: Hom~
375 For Safe: Pets
400 Services
, 500 Events ·
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Events: UCF
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

AD RATES

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Mondaz - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-inail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

In Person: University Court, SUite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

PAYMENT METHODS
Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com
rr.fi1

First.issue:
Each addl issue:

LOCAL

STUDENT

HELPWANTED

$8

$5

$16

$5
s3
SIO
• ~ricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
•Ad options, upgrades, and additional discounts available
·Economic way to be placed in over 35,000 weekly issues
·Reaching UCF, East Orlando, Oviedo, and Winter Springs
• Classi~ed ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

HELP WANTED:

~General

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a .day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Come out and join recruiter and former volunleer,
Keith \Vest and find out how your education an.cl

JNR Adjustment Company has available
positions for immediate hiring. We are
looking for energetic, self-motivated
individuals in the collections and claims
industry. The position is based on hourly
rate together with commission structure.
We will train, experience is a plus. Email
resume to: scott@jnrflorida.com or fax
to: 407-207-5633, for a personal
interview.

skills can be used to help others.
General Information ,J'\tleeting
']-fahitat for :J{imumity
1925 Cfraylor 'Blvd, Orlando

September 12 - 6 p.m.

Help Wanted PfT student with HTML and
Basic programming skills to work on
website design and internet marketing.
Call (407) 971-7804

General lnforn·1atio11 ~JVleeti1zg
Stdclent 'R§source Center ('Bldg. 7'F)
Septemher !./ - 5:30 p. m.

TAX INS,TRUCTOR
Exper. teacher or preparer needed for 8
week evening tax class. Starts late Sept.
Conv. location in East Orlando. Send
resume to LibertyTaxOrlando@fdn.com '
or call 407-380-0880.

For more info contact Keith at 800.424.8580, option 1, ext.
23473 or kwest@pcacccorps.gov.
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·with Over 4,000 Employers!

Courtesy/Security Officer positions ,
available for 2nd & 3rd shifts. Licenses
and school costs reimbursed. Great Pay
and Benefits. Lake Buena Vista area.
Good Transportation a must. Fa~
inquiries to 407-658-6103
After school p/u and child care needed
for 2 kids ages 7 and 8. East Brook elem.
in WP. 3-5 days per week. 3 hrs/day.
F pref. Lise. resp. driver. Ref. please.
Call anytime at 407-733-8232.
Office Supply Company Seeking High
Energy .Sell Motivated Sales Team.
$50/account Flexible Hrs.
Contact Meredith @ 407-281-9901
We need your help with student
research! Pa_rticipate in our research
study and receive $25 and an iPod
Shuffle. Interested? Visit our website for
more information and a quick survey to
ensure your eligibility at: http://survey.
confirmit.com/wix/p294295192,aspx
Famous Phils Cheesesteaks looking for
cashiers and kitchen help. Apply at
University and Goldenrod (Unigold
shopping plaza) or call 484-686-~678 .
SAUCY BELLA Now Hiring cooks,
servers, food runners and cashiers.
We're looking for high energy,
aggressive individuals to help launch our
new location at 1700 W. Sand Lake Rd.
Ste. D-124'. 407-857-1141
· GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in Orlando,
100% FREE to join.
click on Surveys.
Women ages 21-30 you can help make
a miracle happen! Egg donors needed
to help women who are waiting to
become moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909
Movie extras earn up to $200 per
day. All looks needed. No experience
required. Call 800-644-8149.

Through Knightlink, students can search for:

• Part-time Jobs

Full-time & Part-time:
• Co-ops*
• Internships*

Stop by Career ' Services
located across from the UCF
Marketplace main entrance,

Stop by Experiential Learning
located in Howard Phillips
Hall Room 208.

• Full-time Jobs

Female smokers, thin, femir:iine who
enjoy smoking socially needed for
confidential phone interview. Selected
callers earn $50. Leave name and
number, your call will be returned.
661-255-3940
PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
*.* *www.dogdayafternoon.net***
. Call 407-628-3844.

J 0i11:~~---------·---~------------------·---

-------·-------·

Cybis is an emerging audiovisual staging & creative media company.
Join us as a Media Productions Designer. Assistant Producer, Executive
Assistant, or Freelance Production Expert.

VISIT WWW.THINKCYBIS.COM/ JOtN-US
Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••• •
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Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

...........

Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.
Incentives
include:

• Up to $15 ,000 tuition per year
• $600 in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

•Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors and Graduate Students ,
For more information,
please call:
( 407) 823-1 247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

'

'

BEST PART-TIME ]OB IN ORLANDO

- Widow In Winter Springs needs F help
with children ages 15, 12 and 5 b/W
2 and 6
Mon-Fri. Flex. sched.
$10/hr. Call 407-359-7211.

p.m.

Part-Time Nanny

" Moving from Place Pro to ·Knightlink in the Fall Semester

.

to help mother w/ after school activities
and homework for three children ages
1-6. Early education, speech or a
communication major is a BIG plus- Love
of working with children is a must. Hrsweekday afternoons, some night hrs,'llei<.
wendygaylor@bellsouth.net or
407-895-4647
Mystery Shoppers get paid to shop.
Earn up to $150 per day. Exp. not
required. Calf 800-690-1273.
ALTERNATIVE SALES GIG
No Boss. No .l imesheets. No dresscode.
visit www.RightBrainTerrain.com
click on "STUDENTS" for info.
Appointment Setters $8 - $1 O per hour
plus bonus. Flex. days & hours.
407:736-8395.

WE VALUE AND INSPIRE
PEOPLE BECAUSE WHEN THIS
HAPPENS, ORDINARY PEOPLE
DO EXTRAORDINARY THINGS••. :

....

Call for an interview at one of
our two convenient locations:

.

Orlando: 407-243-9400
Winter Park: 407-673-9700

..

www.DialAmerica.com/Orlando

A chance for UCF students
to meet with over 100
.. .
, EMPLOYERS
to discuss career and employment :
opportunities:

.

..

all

A list of empfoyers is posted in on our website: :
http://www.crc.ucf.edu
,.

•
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ectaesday, Septembu ~4, 2oos
UCF

e ...a

10:00 AM· 3:00 PM
Sponsored by Career Services & Experien.tbd Learning
Division of Academic Affairs

PROFESSIONAL
ATTIRE
REQUIRED
For more information about this
event, contact Career Services &
·Experiential Leaming at:
Student Resource Center
Building 7F, Room 185
407-823-.2361
csel@mail.ucf.edu

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
CA~tP.BR SERVICES "'
EXPERIENTIAL. LB.ARNING

'
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ALAFAYA CLUB
3100 Alafaya Club Dr.• Orlando, FL 32817

407 .482.9990
thevi Ilageata lafayacl ub.com

...
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DOES MATIER

WHEN IT COMES TO BEDROOMS AND CLOSETS!
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Facility operations technician for large
residential apartment complexes in the
Lake Buena Vista area. Permanent, FIT.
Excellent pay/benefits.
Fax response to (407) 658-6103

TALL, STRONG ENERGY
DRINK SEEKS
bright, outgoing, energetic person
for good times around town. Must
enjo)" meeting new people.
Knowledge of local geography, a
clean driving record and a passion
for life requir!!d. Bilingual a plus.
Become a member of the Orlando
Mobile Energy Team. As part of
the team, you'll seek out people in
need of energy and introduce them
to benefits of Red Bull.

SUBLEASE.AT DISCOUNTED RATE!!!
M or F needed for bd & ba In 412. ·
$455/mo Incl all utll, ethernet, w/d,
shuttle & free parking permit.
Call 407-538-9655
Female needed to share 2bed/2 bath in
Hunter's Reserve. Close to UCF. Resp.
N/S please. $450 all util. incl. Avail. asap. ·
Call 321-947-5575.
Room for·rent in 3 br / 2 bth house.
· Fenced in yard. Pets allowed.
Call (407) 716 - 0713
for more information.

!
*'..$500-$100,000++ FREE CASH
GRANTS! 2005!'**NEVER REPAY! FOR
PERSONAUMEDICAL BILLS, SCHOOL,
NEW HOME/BUSINESS, ALMOST
EVERYONE QUALIFIES. BBB LISTED!
LIVE OPERATORS (800)270-1213 ext.96.

If interested in joining the
Red Bull team; apply at
www.recruit.redbullmet.com.

•
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Room for rent furnished or unfurnished,
new home, Lk Underhill & Rouse, 4/2,
gated community, pool, jac. No smoking,
drugs, pets. $450 includes
rent/water/elec. Garage Privilege.
321 -246-1314 LoveOrlandoFL@aol.com
Spacious Bdrms located in Rybolt's
Preserve. 1.5-miles from campus. Reg
bdrm $500/mo includes utilities, $600 for
master. For more info, contact Jack @
954-812-1101.

DO YOU WANT CONTROL
Of Your Life. Fire Your Boss.
Stop Climbing The Corporate
Ladder. 888-283-5603
www.choose2bhappy.com

RedBulr
~

ENERGY DRINK

Im1

FOR RENT:

3/2 SFH w/ screened patio, all
appliances included off Dean Rd.
Call Legacy Real Estate Group at
407-275-9595

Ava.Ion Park
nmber Creek
Upscale 2 StOrY·Home
Just built in July 05
5 BRs, 3 full Baths
Luxurious Master $500.-Reg. BRs $375 + Util.
High Sp.lntern./All Appl.
3 Rooms Left ($375)
For Profess.Group or
Students to Join in
Anette: 407-716-0848
Add. Big Homes avail.nearby
Leon: 407-334-6658

Room For Rent- Male in 3/2 home
10 min fr UCF campus. Close to VCC
too, fenced back yard, cable/
roadrunnerl'wlreless, 2 car garage.
w/d, $425 + 1/4 util. 407-521-5563
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
for rent. $695 to $1295. View our
avail rentals at www.ORLrent.com or
contact us at 407-629-6330.
RE/MAX 200 Realty

Room w/ Bath for Rent
Roommate wanted for 1 bed/1 bath in
family home. Preferably ages 20-25, NO
PETS, NO SMOKING Short/Long term
Lease available. Please contact
Charlene@ 407-721-4513
Available Immediately!!!!

I
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLETCOM
Mendel Villas. 2/f2.5 townhouse with
garage and W/D. $72!;i/mo. Within
walking distp.nce to UCF.
Call 407-324-7773.

Room for Rent in 3/2.5 Townhouse 1500
sq.ft. located in Waterford Lakes Area
$500/mo includes everything. For more
info Call Angela 321-662-8754

Apartment for Rent
4/2 $695/ month. Water, cable, local
phone, included. Super close to UCF
Call 407-380-6000 ask for Rachel.

Room avail. 3/2 furnished house, garage,
W/D, cable, internet, near UCF, VCC,
417 & 408, $400/mo + util. Call Brian at
321-544-6003 or beachant@hotmail.com

FREE RENT (no bills at all) in upscale
College Park - In exchange 20hrs/wk
child care. Private studio, flexible
hours. exc ref req. Female students
only. Call Melinda at 407-423-2021
or 407-694-1045

Female roommate wanted for 3/2 in
Oviedo. Non-smoker, no pets, includes
high speed internet, W/D, $400 per
month. Utilities incld, undergrad preferred.
Call Jenn at 352-455-7935

2 ROOMS FOR RENT
Females only. Brand new 4/2 home 5
mins ay;ay from UCF. $500/mo incl all
util, w/d, garage w/ remote, community
pool. Maria 407-977-7098 or
407-461-81'97.
,.

Customer Service Reps PT
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type
at ample speed. Located near
Orlando Intl. Airport. Flexible
schedule + great pay. AM/PM
positions available. Call Jon
@ 407-243-6150 ext 2168
or e-mail: jnleves@gosafco.co!"
Selling customer service representative
needed for local insurance agency.
Bilingual a plus. 440 or 220 license
preferred,.but will help prepare for
licensing if nE!eded. Fax resumes to:
John @ 407-277-3682
Christian Preschool Teachers for
afternoons M-F (2:30-5:30) NEEDED for
Union Park Christian School,
10301 E. Colonial Dr., If you love
children and the Lord, call 407-282-0551

•

•

..

Phone Sales
Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon-Fri
$300-600 + other bonuses.
Call Nick 407-467-4102.
$600 WEEKLY Working through !he
government part-time. No Experienpe. A
lot of Opportunities. (800)493-3688 Code
J-14.
***EGG DONORS NEEDED*'*
Help a couple become a family.
Compensation $5,000 all ex~enses paid
www.ProdigyOvumDonations.com
PODstacie@aol.com
Camp Counsel~rs for after &chool
program in Winter Springs. Experienced
Energetic, and Enthusiastic!
Call 407-696-0113

CJ-

KNIGHTrbO!NlK

,[7

•

Part-Time Jobs are available
through Career Services &
Experiential Learning.
For more information visit:
www.csel.ucf.edu
10:30-2:30 M-F Lunch Delivery Driver
a 5 mile radius of downtown area
. .;st be reliable, has ~vn transportation
(good part time mom3') 407-425-7814
~;·/in

FOR RENT:
Sublease
1 RM in 3 Bd/3 Ba. $530/Mo. ($545
reg price). One month Freel Includes
utilities, internet, w/d, cable tv,
garbage service, pool, gym. 2 Female
roommates. Deposit req, but
negotiable. Call 954-591-9292
Apartment available in 4/2 in Pegasus
Pointe.Females only. Living room and
balcony. 1 Month Free. $470/month.
. 407-566-8244

Only $350/mo. util. incl. No leasing. Two
rooms for rent in 3/2 home. 1O min west
of UCF w/ sat. & internet. pref. N/S male
18-24 Cont.act Luke asap. 407-568-1462
I

Delivery drivers needed. Good pay plus
tips, must be. motivated, know the area
and able to work 25 hours per week.
Apply within @ Gocidfellas Pizza
Corner of Alafaya/50 (Publix Plaza)

Room for rent In 2 bedroom, 2 bath
townhouse less than a mile from
campus. $425 incl. util. Call Jerrod at
321-544-5225.

AVALON PARK
AVALON LAKES
Upscale 2 Story-Home
Built 9/05--2900SQUFT.
Ready by Oct. 2005
5 BRs, 4 Full Baths
Luxurious Master $700.-1 Huge Studio BR with
Bath/Superloft $900.-BR (Priv. Bath) $525.-BR (Shared Bath)$450
High Sp.lnt./All Appl.
For Profess.Group or
Students/Joint Lease
Call For Perfect Match
Anette: 407-716-0848

TAX PREPARER, FREE TAX CLASS
Earn extra income after taking course.
Flex. sched, conv. loc. in East Orlando.
Register now! Courses' start in Sept.
;; "'
Send contact info to
LibertyTaxOrlando@fdn.com or call
407-380-0880. Liberty Tax Service.
Small fee for books.

4. Cathedral
section
8 . Strike sharply
12. King's better ·
13. Date tree
14.. Paper sheet
15. Histrionic
17. Yemeni port
18. Disclose
19. Most orderly
21 . Purposes
24. Non-professional
27. Wading bird
32. Frankly
33. Short·jacket
34. Intellectual
giants
35. Showy flowers
36. Whirlpool
39. Wild OX
43. Sacred image

Harley Davidson
Dyne Lowrlder, 2003_ anniversary
model. Under 2k miles. Fully loaded
with many accessories. $16,500/obo
Call 407-489-6535 for more Info.
Hondas from $500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-749-8116 ext V502

UCF Area Homes For Sale
Call for free list of homes In the UCF
area. We specialize In finding UCF
students their first home, for free.
UCF alumni Nick Phillips/Mark
Falsetto KW Realty 407-810-7622
0

Receive $500! Looking for F to share 3/3
in Pegasus Landing. 1 bdrm w/ private
bath. Avail ASAP. $535/mo incl util.
Call Meagan @ 386-679-8324.

1 Room Avail. in 3/2 House.
· $500/mo includes all utilities, cable,
internet access, W/D, community
pool, and tennis courts. For more
info call Bobby at 407-973-4751

Male roommate needed for sublease in
412.'5 @ University House Alafaya close
to UCF. Sept rent-free, then $465/Mo
includes all utilities. Free shuttle to UCF.
Call D.J. 352-408-1829.
1/1 Apartment available, 703 sq. ft. plus
screened patio. On the top floor. 625/mo.
incl. water. Interested persons call
407-675-6685 & leave a message
between 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

CYPRESS BEND/GATED
Classy-2004/2-Story
2800 Living SQFT.
4BR-3& 1/2 Baths
Master/400SQFT
For Profess.Group or
Students/Joint Lease
Com.Pool-HS-Internet
High Sp.lntern./All Appl.
$1795. plus .Utilities.
Anette-407-716-0848
Add. Home nearby
avail.in Regal Park
Huge Master avail. $650.-Leon: 407-334-6658

Grad/Undergrad, M/F Student
wanted for furnished BDRM In 3
bdrm home on lake, 6 mins from
UCF. $500/mo Incl. utll, n/s, no pets,
sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
407-832-8160 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.

Original Unique Gifts as low as 99 centsl
Fantasy/Sci-Fi and Ninja Art Posters, Art
Wear: Rapper Hats, Sports Pillows,
Bracelets, Purses.
www.Harrlngton-Artwerkes.com

Rooms In new house. Fully furn,
heated pool. Barbecue grlll, pool
. table, sec;. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female onl All utll Incl. $600/mo •
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.

52.

53.
54.
55.
56.

5

6

list It. Rnd It. Get It

L1sr jogs FOR FREE. FIND JoBs Too.

www.YukonBlue.com
You can atso list and

find apartments¥ cars,
motorcydesand more.

8. Lover's
quarrel
9. Fill the
hull
10. Many
years
11. Confined
16. Reunion
goers
20. On the
beach

DOWN
1. Sheet of
cotton
2. Yearn for
3. Film spool
4. Inclined
5. Golf standard
6. David's
weapon
7. Host

3

•+• YukonBlue!i'

7

9

10

22. Digestion
need
23. At lea~t
one
24. Ship's
journal
25 .. Jungle
creature
26. Craving
28. Magic
potion
29. Legal matter
30. Rocky
mineral
31. Nyets
33. Tiny portion
37. Classic
song
38. Stirs up
39. Remain
40. Operator
41. Spanish
dessert
42. Govt.
agents
44. Musical
conclusion
45. More than
46. Tree nursery
49. Sample
50. Compensate

11

12
15
18

NEED A LAWYER? All Criminal Defense
& Personal Injury. *Felonies *Domestic
Violence *Misdemeanors *DUI *Traffic
*Auto Accident *Wrongful Death. "Protect
Your Rights" A-A-A Attorney Referral
Service (800)733-5342.
***'$500-$50,000++ FREE CASH
GRANTS! 2005! NEVER REPAY!
Personal/Medical Bills, School, New
Business-Home. As seen on T.V. NO
CREDIT CHECK! Live Operators! (800)270-1213 ext.95.
FRENCH LESSONS
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and 1<ids.
-Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call 407-482-2343.
DEBT-FREE FUNDING
Cash advance for your pending lawsuit.
Sell your payments for structured
settlements, business notes, receivables,
private mortgages, and other income
streams. Call today! (407)281-7841
www.pegasusfinancing.com

47
51
54

AContracted General
Agency for

Harris Springer
Independent Agent

Representing:

Insurance Consultants
of Central Florida

Blue Cross
Brue Shield
of Florida

227 S. Orlando Ave., 1st Floor
Winter Park, FL 32789

(407) 740-5337 Ext.209

Fax (407) 740-8786

email: harris@iccf.us ·website: www.iccf.us

21003-0205

Run Your Ad Statewide
UCF Butokukan Martial Arts Club
Art, Sport, Self Defense
On campus for over 20 years and still
growing!!! Co-Ed Beginner's classes now
forming ... NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Classes are M 6-8 PM &
W 6-8:00 PM in Student Resource
Center Auditorium (SRCA) For more info,
call Andreas at 407-257-0306 or see http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-butoucf/index.htm.
Open House, Wed 8/31 &
Wed 917 @ 7:00 PM

rm

TRAVEL

Place a classified ad in over 160 Florida newspapers and reach
over 5 Million readers for just $450.
Place a display 2x2 or 2x4 in 113 Florida newspapers and reach
over 4 Million readers.
www .florida-classifieds.com
Reach o\·er 4 Million Readers by calling this ne\\spaper or

rm

Florida Press Service

(866)742-1373

MISCELLANEOUS

Spring Break 2006 with Student
Travel Services to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas and Florida. Are you
connected? Sell Trips, Earn Cash &
Travel Free! Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com.

Open cali for actors/models looking
for representation. Wed. Sept. 14th
UCF student union room 223
8-11am & 12-5:30pm. Bring head
shots and resume. 407-484-0811

Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or e-mail your
·ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

Are you travelling to
Korea?
I need your help.
Please call Bryan at
.407-925-7872

Talent Agency ,

v
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How KNIGHTRO
places Classifieds in the
for as low·as-$3 an issue!
By E-mail

Coldplay Tickets For Sale
Wed, September 14th @
Ford Amphitheater, Tampa. 3 seats
for sale In Sec 304 BB, $65 each
OBO •.Call 321-626-4749.
Pillowtop Mattress Sets
Brarid New Orthopedics. Never used Still in factory plastic. Twin Sets $90, Full
Sets $100, Queen Sets $135. Can
Deliver! (407) 846-8822

407-447-4555

C assifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person

Professional air hockey table with
electronic overhead scoreboard.
Plenty of handles and pucks.
Includes warranty until Jan.
Was $900. Wiii sell for $400.
Great for all ages.
Call 407-709·5098.

1998 VW Cabrio Black on black 156,000
miles. Cold A/C. Well maintained.
$3995 call 407-230-2464 or
tmason99@hotmail.com
-

'95 Mazda Protege mid condjtlon $1500
or best offer Call 407-221·2968 or
407-792-9855
2003 Red For<;l VX2 $35K miles
Book value $7,8~ Asking price $5,900
<!lood condition Call 407-325-4154

407-447-4556
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Moving sale! Everything must gol
4537 Lakeway Drive
Orlando, F.L ;32839
Items avail. Sept 15-20th 407-426-1724

UCF high speed internet, satellite tv
$350 a month utilities Included Call
954-736-6405 or 407-729-9846

Ashington Park close to UCF. 2 Females
for master bedroom w/private bath $575
or smaller room for $525 incl. util. Call
954-732-5214 after 6 p.m.

51.

Sponsored by

New Dining Room Table Cherry Legs
w/ Black·Glass Top $350, Sofa like
new $300, Refrigerator White $250
Dishwasher $100, Gas Stove $100
Call 407-823-0091

3/2 house 2 rooms avail. near

Furnished room, nice home near UCF.
Female preferred, nonsmoker, no pets
$450/month & share utilities.
Call 407-277-7080

2

48.

mass
Refute
__ Sea
Scrolls
Pelvis parts
__ Plaines
Marine
predators
View
Gallery display

(entraf :floriba '1tture

1 ROOMMATE WANTED
to share great home, min. from UCF.
Lake, yard, Internet, private room.
All incl. $475. Call Jeff, UCF grad
407-737-6690 & see photos online:
www.thinkcybis.com/room
1 Room for Rent in 4/2 Lake front home
$450/mo. Includes full utilities, fully
furnished. Located in Casselberry (15
min away). Contact Matthew
310-525-0064 or quadrun16@aol.com

47. Small land-

1. Prevent

WE BUY HOUSES
•
Any Condition, Fire Damaged,
Divorce, Estate Sale, Moving,
Foreclosure, Bankruptcy, Jail,
Behind in Payments-OKI
(386) 295-8893.

Female Roommates Wanted
3/1 UCF area home. $275/mo. Furnished.
Call 407-273-9045 or 407-497-2638

I

Jason's Deli is now hiring delivery drivers
to,.start at $7/hr plus tips!
We are willing to work around your busy
sched. & other jobs! Flex. shifts avail:
· Mon-Fri. 10 am to 4 pm. Delivery drivers
must be 18 yrs or older, own car, have
~
valid drivers license, up to date
insurances and a good driving record.
No exp. needed! Tell a friend and apply
in person at Jason's Deli, 303
Y' E. Altamonte Dr, #1350. 407-830-0699.

$500 POLICE IMPOUNDS Cars from
$500! Tax Repos, US Marshall and IRS
sales! Cars, Trucks, SUV's, Toyota's,
Honda's, Chevy's and morel For Listings
Call (800)571-0225 Ext C373.

ACROSS

Multiples rooms for rent!
Responsible roommates needed.
Corner of Lake Underhill and 436.
$500/mo, all utilities included.
Call Andrew at 321-432-3720

Condo for Rent 212 includes cable,
water, and security. $900/mo
www.theclubatorlando.4t.com
407-915-4264

t'

YUKON.B LUE.COM CROSSWORD

WRENWOOD CONDOMINIUMS
1, 2 and 3-bedroom condos. Concrete
Block Construction, single story.
Conversion property, major renovation
inside & out. Priced from the $120's.
6 miles to UCF. 407-657-9604 or '
ghomes@cfl.rr.com

~Homes

Jason's deli''

~ FOR SALE:
W.. Automotive

University Court, Suite 200
(University Blvd. & Rouse Rd.)
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MondaLl

9.12

student organ0.anon orientation+ ~·
SU PENSACOLA ROOM 222AT11 :30AM

TuesdaLl

:.-1

9.13

. ..

· 1:1

..
I

cab sLShi knights.

.1

FUSIAN RESTAURANT AT 4:00PM
SIGN UP IN OSI ON MONDAY

mr. and miss ucf audinons
SU KEY WEST218B 7:00PM

student organization orientation
SU PENSACOLA 222AT10:30AM

·WednesdobJ

9.14

hitchhikers guide Jo the.galaxy

'

.+• .

i,I

..+

SRC AUDITORIUM AT 8:00PM

•

mr. and miss ucf audinons
SU KEYWEST218B 7:00PM

student organization orientation ·•

.)

~

SUPEN~222AT10:30AMAfID2:30PM". ~

'. ThursdqLl
'.

't

9.15
.
...
mass I msc welcom~ ·.

'

PEGASUS D-IAT2:00PM

•

JOIN Tl1E MSC AS WE COUAGORATE \l'vTTii THE MULTICULTURAL
ACADEMIC AND SUPPORT SERVICES OFFICE TO WELCOME NEW STUDENTS
TO CAMPUS

9.16 .. .

~

(, J

cab prqjecnle team sri)rfs
STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER AT7:00PM

highlights*upcoming events
'

·+

~

CAB TUESDAY KNIGHT LIVE COMEDIAN DEMETRI MARTIN SEP 20 I VOLUNTEER EXPO SEPT 20 I MSC EXPO SEP21
.,,:"
ARE YOU IN A BAND? WANT YOUR SIG BREAK? HERE'S YOUR CHANCEi LOOKING FOR LOCAL BANDS TO OPEN UP FOR HANSON ON OCT 21 @THE. HOB
(DOWNTOWN DISNEY) BANDS CAN SUBMIT UP TO 4 SONGS TO WWW.HANSON.NET SEPT 12·19 ONLY 3 FINALISTS WILL BE CONTACTED AT A LATER DATE

.·

SGA Se11ate
Elections
. ..'

Sept. 26-28 -

'r'!f

·~ STU/JENT GOVERNMENT CONTROJ.S $10.,.
'

'

M/J.J.JON OF STU/JENrs MONEY.

· ·'. STIJ.J. NOT .INTERESTED?

-.~

Vcte at:

www. .,,y.ucf.8idu ·
l

,J

